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Return to Florence

BY 1ST LT. BENJAMIN C. MCCARTNEY, USAAF

I WAS sitting on the cement ledge that runs along the north side of the Arno River in Florence watching some Italian civilians loading the smashed bodies of three of their fellows into a boat moored twenty feet below me. As the three had been trying to cross the broken and twisted rubble of the blown-up bridge, one of them had lifted a wire and set off a German mine.

The day before, I had seen five civilians killed climbing over the rubble at the south end of the ancient and famous Ponte Vecchio, where the Germans had blown up the houses to block the bridge and had then planted mines in the rubble.

All over the city there were mines and booby traps. The British sappers were clearing these up; yet little groups of careless civilians were being blown up almost hourly.

In the hills south of the city a battery of British guns thundered and expostulated at some target in the other hills, far north of the city, where the Germans were. It was almost midday, and the city lay inert under the heat as if poleaxed.

Italian Partisans Fight Germans and Fascists

Somewhere in the park, a quarter of a mile away, a machine gun ratted briefly and then was quiet. Just beyond me, across the little open square where the jeeps and British cars were parked, the officers and men of the Allied Military Government and the Intelligence Control Unit were coming and going through a hotel doorway.

With them were occasional Italian members of the armed Partisans, wearing bright-colored armbands and feathers in their caps, and sometimes bright-colored scarfs. They were fighting the Germans and the Fascists in the outskirts of the city and often in the city itself. The night before, a Fascist soldier had been killed by the Partisans only 200 yards from the hotel.

Seeing my companion, Capt. Leonard S. Ackerman, coming out of the hotel doorway, I got up to walk over to him. We had been flying together for a year and had come up to Florence to see the bomb damage in the marshaling yards of the city and to inspect what had been one of the greatest examples of precision bombing in the war.

"It's hot this time of day," I told him.

"It certainly is. I'd hate to have to run around the streets much if it's hot like this."

"What did they say inside?"

"The same story: there are still snipers in the Campo di Marte yards. The Germans even have machine guns in all the yards. I guess I'll have to wait."

We walked over to the cement ledge again and looked down on the three dead civilians in the boat.

"Poor guys," Captain Ackerman said. "What a lousy kind of war that is."

"A civilian was talking to me about the bombing," I told him. "My friend said it was really a beautiful job. He didn't know how we kept within the target area at Campo di Marte where the yards are so narrow. I guess they don't feel too bad."

"I wish we could get in to see it. I'd like to look it over for myself."

"Maybe tomorrow. Maybe our gang will clean them out today or tonight."

We were leaning over the ledge now, looking at the sluggish Arno filled with flotsam from the demolitions upstream. Below us, to the west, inching across the water break from one side of the river to another, was a long, patient line of civilians carrying net bags filled
with tomatoes and cabbages and fruit. Below the ladder on our side of the river they were bunched waiting to climb up. There were six bridges across the Arno, and the Germans had blown up all but the Ponte Vecchio.

“You should have seen it with the bridges,” I said. “They were as beautiful as any bridges in the world, all six taken together like that. But now look at them.”

Five Years Ago the Place Was Doomed

I had last seen Florence almost five years before. Then the stifling heat was the same, and the hills were the same. Even the timelessness was the same. But in that week, five years before, the stage was being set for the broken bridges and the guns in the hills. The radios of Europe and the news tickers were jabbering with the German threats to Poland and with the long speeches of European statesmen.

In America the stock market had been jumpy and the ticker had fallen minutes behind, for it was August, the dangerous month. In Florence we had heard the radio only dimly through the heat, and somehow Florence had seemed outside the stream of events, the hurry, and the insistence of the voices. Three weeks later, September 1, 1939, the German armies had crossed over into Poland.

It was not easy now to identify an afternoon five years before. In five years of war my mind had jumped too rapidly from one place, or one event, to another, flicking over names or countries, over innumerable battles and incidents. For several days in Florence now, waiting for the marshaling yards to be cleared of the enemy, I had been trying to recall precisely how the city had looked that week five years ago. But the broken bridges, the shelling, the military vehicles, the tenseness of the little Allied position on the north side of the Arno had interfered.

Captain Ackerman and I had been among the first handful of Americans to come into Florence, and everywhere, as we walked around the occupied section of the city and looked at the famous buildings and the lovely streets, little groups of civilians had applauded, had murmured “Americani,” and had asked us a thousand questions. “Was Cassino completely wrecked?” “How about Gaeta? Is it possible to go back to Gaeta to live?”

Our pockets were filled with odd scraps of paper on which were written the names of sons and daughters and relatives in America.
"I Seen a Railroad Car Come up End over End!" a Gunner Shouted

Repair sheds are unoofed and the roundhouse battered. Freight cars are twisted as though by a tremendous collision. Their cargoes of German munitions will never kill American boys. Here the Florence marshaling yards, bombed in March, 1944, by the author, are seen on a follow-up raid on which he flew in May.
to whom we had promised to write that we had seen mother or uncle or cousin in Florence, that all was well, and that they were full of courage.

Once a woman came up to us with a shy 16-year-old daughter and told us in English that she had waited to speak to the first Americans in Florence. She turned to the daughter and took two almost wilted roses and handed them to us.

"We have been looking for Americans to give these to, and you are the first. We are happy now."

It was with a sense of deep embarrassment and responsibility that we took the roses, for, if we had had a part in the eventual liberation of Florence, we could not be sure precisely to what we had liberated anyone. From what we had liberated them we knew. But to what was still a very searching question.

Perhaps it was best that for the moment only we who were doing the liberating knew how searching that question would become with time.

Everywhere we stopped to chat and, whenever we offered a cigarette, the crowd increased. With deep grace and beautiful unself-consciousness the crowd accepted our cigarettes until the pack ran out. We got out another and that ran out, too. Here there was none of the fawning disavowal of Mussolini, none of the mendicant cursing of the Germans that we had found in Sardinia. These people knew that we knew how they felt and let the absurd past drop. For us it was a relief.

Five Disjointed Years

Walking farther around the city, we found that most of the famed buildings and the churches had been shut for the period of the emergency. The Cathedral, Santa Maria del Fiore, was open and we went in. But that was all. Most of the beautiful shops for which the city had been famous had been plundered and
As Nazis Shell Florence, Dust of Renaissance Architecture Rises above Ponte Vecchio

Palaces, as at the left, have been mined and demolished. Now the enemy, in retreat, bombards famous churches; one shell killed 40 persons leaving Mass. When flying in, the author told a fellow bombardier, "You can pick up the Baptistery in front of the Cathedral pretty easily. It's very white in the sunlight" (page 279). A pyramided roof is another distinguishing feature. Giotto's square Campanile in center.

the steel shutters blown. There was broken glass everywhere. Either the Fascists or the retreating Germans had done this.

Walking through the streets and seeing the crowds, I still found it difficult to reconstruct the past, the afternoons five years gone. I was impressed at last that it would never be possible, that there was no use trying to go back. Perhaps later, but not now.

The route by which I had returned to Florence in the hot month of August, 1944, with Britain's Eighth Army sweating and toiling in the streets and up the highway, had been long and devious. I had lived in Grenoble in southeastern France for the year after Munich and had come down to Florence at Easter in 1939, and then again in August just before the war broke out.

I had left Florence and gone up through Austria and Germany to England and had been in London when the Germans went into Poland. A month later I had gone back to France to study at the Sorbonne and had spent the strange winter of the waiting war in France.

I had been in Oslo when the Germans invaded Norway and had stayed under the occupation for five months before being able to return on a refugee ship which left Petsamo, Finland, for New York.

In August, 1942, I had been in flying school in the West and in October, 1943, had come overseas with a medium-bombardment squadron. In the pause between the fall of France and Pearl Harbor, I had put in a year at Harvard working for my M.A. in literature and another year teaching English at the University of Wisconsin.

There seemed no connection among any of the things I had done or the places I had been in the five years—no connection, but a certain inevitability,
“Looking Back, I Could See a Column of Smoke, Slow and Heavy and Brown, above the Marshaling Yards of Florence”

Through this ancient art center, railroad cars carried German munitions in March, 1944. These B-26's were assigned to knock out rail traffic without damaging historic buildings. From the air, the 460-foot-wide yards “looked incredibly narrow” (page 306). Like those in Rome, the targets were struck precisely.
Out of all the cities of Europe, Florence had seemed somehow always separate and distinct in my memory, not only the most beautiful, but the most aloof and inviolate. I had been impressed by this sense of timeless chastity in the spring of 1939, when I went down to Florence with several other students from Grenoble.

The other students, from all over Europe, had brought to Florence varying attitudes and backgrounds. They had tried to compare it with Paris, or San Francisco, or Oslo, or Edinburgh. Yet Florence had affected them much as it did me. The beautiful city, intricate and lovely and richer than almost any other in the world in art, somehow had avoided our grasp, seeming to belong to time, not to us.

So it had eluded me when I came back again that August with my family. During the months of war while I was still in Europe, and later back in America, I had wondered about Florence. Surely there, I had thought, as to the Vatican City, the tides of war would never mount. I had gone on about the business of learning to bomb over the hot lands of New Mexico.

One morning in March, 1944, I went into the bombardiers' briefing room and looked immediately to see the blue course line drawn on the big wall map of Italy and southeastern France for the day's mission. We had been flying some rough missions over the beachhead at Anzio, and I wondered whether we would go back again that morning.

Orders to Bomb Florence

But today the blue line struck far north, and I walked closer to see what the target was. The blue line ended at Florence and then turned back out toward the coast for the course home to Sardinia.

Florence! We were to bomb Florence! Florence had never been bombed by any other group, had been left untouched in the long, snarling war in Italy.

Another bombardier was standing beside me:

"We go to Florence. We're going to have to be good today."

"You said it." I was looking at the course in. Florence would be easy to pick up.

"I didn't think they'd let us bomb Florence. It's supposed to be a famous city. Must've decided they've got to do it."

Back of that decision was the whole history of the German effort in Italy on the one side, and the whole history of the development of a superb technique of precision bombing on the other. This was not just another raid in a long series of raids on targets in Italy and Europe. This was the culmination of all bombing everywhere.

Only a few groups of bombers in the world were capable of doing that bombing. The airplane was the B-26 Martin Marauder medium twin-engine bomber. The B-26 Marauder had come a long way to perform this special mission.

The Marauder had been designed for low-altitude bombing and for attack. It had been used in this way in the South Pacific over Rabaul and Lae and other targets in New Guinea. It had flown over targets at low altitudes and at speeds often exceeding 300 miles an hour. It had flown in small formations of three ships. Because of its dangerous landing and take-off characteristics, it had remained almost an experimental airplane during the first part of the war.

With the Allied invasion of North Africa, in November of 1942, a group of B-26's had been activated for operational flying in the Mediterranean. But so great were the losses in low-altitude flying that it was necessary to withdraw the group from operations, re-form it, and develop new techniques in order to return the plane to combat status.

The same story had been true of the first groups to operate out of England over the Netherlands and northern France. The Marauder had seemed completely abandoned as a combat aircraft.

Meanwhile, a second group of B-26's had arrived in North Africa. It was the group with which Captain Ackerman and I eventually were to fly. This group, in experimenting with various methods of bombing and various bombing altitudes, found that fine results could be obtained in bombing at certain heights. The Norden bombsight was installed, and the plane was found to be stable enough to make a high degree of accuracy possible.

New and larger bomber formations were developed while another group of B-26's arrived in North Africa. This group, together with others which had been re-formed and returned to operational status, made up a wing which was to become, through the months of flying and fighting ahead, the finest wing of medium bombardment in the world. The wing was under Brig. Gen. Robert M. Webster.

Deadly Precision on Ever Smaller Targets

At first the targets which our groups were assigned were harbor and port installations, railway marshaling yards, airfields, and large supply depots. Gradually, however, as the formation was re-formed and tightened and the bombing became more precise, smaller and smaller targets were assigned to the wing.
For 2,000 Years Fashion Has Decreed Palatial Villas on Fjordlike Lake Como

Pliny the Younger had in mind such a scene when he wrote: "I have several villas... one on a rocky spur, one on the shore." Peace-time's children waded within sight of Varenna, noted for its beautiful gardens and black-marble quarries. Ruined Castle Verio towers above the hill.
Carabinieri Stand Guard before St. Mark's Library, Venice

Shorn of dress uniforms and cocked hats, these Italian police may be in the Fascist army while Venice remains in Axis hands. The statue-topped library has been called the "crowning triumph of Venetian art."

Apples and Shirt Sleeves Show It's Summer in the Dolomites

Green cord on a hat indicates a bachelor, red cord a married man. Shortly before the war, the Axis transported many of Italy's German-speaking Tyrolese, fancy waistcoats and all, to Austria.
Afoot in Florence, the Author Photographed Its Cathedral, His Landmark on an Air Raid

While bombing Axis traffic, Americans took pains to spare this medieval structure. Retreating Germans, ignoring their "open city" declaration, shelled Florence, scarring the Cathedral slightly. Madonna and Apostles occupy niches in the façade, a modern restoration. Right: the famous eight-sided Baptistery.
Historic Palazzo Vecchio (Old Palace) Survives, Though It Sheltered Fighting Florentines.

This town hall (right) housed heads of the Republic, the Medici, and modern Florence. Near its door stand (l. to r.) a copy of Michelangelo’s “David,” Ammannati’s “Neptune,” and a female figure once used as a chain post. The sheds are bomb shelters for other works of art. In this piazza the reformer Savonarola died by fire in 1498.
From a Quay along the Arno, Florentines Survey Famous Old Bridges and Palaces Dynamited by a Retreating Enemy

Just so did residents of the north bank gather August 11, 1944, and shout across the river, "Come over, we're free!" Ponte alla Carraia (foreground) and Ponte Santa Trinità (center) are in ruins, but covered Ponte Vecchio, its sides encrusted with shops, stands looted and damaged. Florence grew up around this bridge.
American Bombs, Breaking the Quiet of a North Italian Countryside, Score a Perfect Hit on a Railroad Bridge

By such systematic attacks the 15th Air Force strangled German communications. Crossing the Secchia River, the railroad leads to Modena, a mile away to the left, and (right) to Verona. White streaks are secondary roads. Allied-held Florence is 60 miles to the south.
With Stone Eyes, St. Peter Saw a “Battle in a Museum” as Nazis Shelled Art-rich Florence

Storehouse of Renaissance treasures, the city around 1506 saw Leonardo, Michelangelo, and Raphael at work. This statue is by Donatello or Nanni di Banco. Gift of a medieval guild, it occupies a niche in Or San Michele, successively a granary, church, and public monument. Flowers belong to a prewar vender.
With these targets, instead of falling off, the percentage of accuracy mounted.

In the spring of 1944, our group was sent after a vital railroad bridge in Italy. The target was only 90 feet long and 25 feet wide, but we destroyed it. In June this bomb group set a record of six 100-percent missions and had a 91-percent accuracy record for the month.

Art Treasures Saved Many Famous Cities from Bombing

Because of the sentiment among the American people for the old and culturally rich cities of Europe and for the religious shrines so numerous in Italy, certain cities were spared from air bombardment.

Rome, Florence, Siena, and Pisa were serving German supply systems and military purposes. But for fear that some precious building, art treasure, or religious monument dear to the Christian tradition might be destroyed, these cities for the most part were spared.

After the Allies landed on the Italian mainland and as the tempo of the fighting increased north of Naples during the winter, it became apparent that some measures would have to be taken to deny the Germans the use of such valuable supply links and storage facilities as the great marshaling yards of Rome. So, in March, our groups were sent against the Tiburtina, Littoria, San Lorenzo, and Ostiense marshaling yards.

So close to the heart of Rome were these yards that we had to make a bomb run which skirted Vatican City. For a time the Colosseum and the great white monument to Vittorio Emanuele II were actually under the cross hairs of my bombsight.*

As we broke from our target and the flak fell off to the right, I called out over the interphone to Captain Ackerman the historical buildings below.

In this succession of raids all four yards were so completely wrecked as to be useless longer to the Germans, and more than a thousand units of rolling stock choking the yards and packed with war material were destroyed. Yet we did not hit any other part of the city and we left untouched every cultural and religious monument!

Afterward, when Rome had fallen, technicians examining the yards were amazed at the accuracy of bombing which wrecked every single object in the yards, twisted the huge gun barrels in the freight cars, and yet did not touch houses lining the slopes above.

When finally it was determined that an attack on the Monte Cassino Abbey was unavoidable because of military exigencies, all types of bomber aircraft were sent against the abbey and it was completely destroyed.

Only our groups of Marauders were sent against the heart of Siena, cultural and historical center famous for its fine examples of 13th- and 14th-century Italian Gothic architecture.

Florence, the source and center of the Renaissance, had never been attacked by Allied bombers. Smaller than Rome, and more compact, the beautiful city along the Arno presented targets that seemed impossible to attack without causing irreparable damage to things long precious to all humanity.

In the case of Florence, the military nature of the target seemed less actual and more remote. Florence was hundreds of miles from the fighting, hundreds of miles from Allied soldiers struggling before Cassino. It was hard to see how bombing the city would save American lives.

Yet Florence was serving the German military purpose far more than the abbey above Cassino. Shells that killed Allied soldiers behind the broken walls of the Continental Hotel in Cassino and on the bomb- and shell-pocked slopes above the town were routed daily through Florence.

At night freight cars filled with shells creaked heavily through the blacked-out marshaling yards of the famous and beautiful city. Far to the north of Cassino, the other city, so ancient and lovely, so outwardly innocent, was actually an instrument of war.

Crack Airmen Chosen to Hit Florence

Ultimately it became necessary to attack the railroad installations inside Florence, too. When the hard decision was taken, the best possible weapon to assure the highest degree of precision was chosen, the B-25 Martin Marauders. We were the only bombers ever to be assigned that target.

In the careful hands and final judgment of a few pilots and bombardiers was to be placed one of the greatest responsibilities of the war, a responsibility felt, but not actually shared, by civilized people all over the world. The attacks to be made against the city would save weeks of bombing on the railroad and highway periphery and up and down the valleys leading south to Cassino.

The destruction of the rail facilities of Florence would increase immeasurably the effectiveness of the whole strangulation technique being applied by the Air Force in Italy.

On Florentine Shoulders, the Allied Military Government Sends Flour to Former Enemies

Retreating Germans took surgical instruments and anesthetics from hospitals, machinery from factories, and every motorcar. They blew up the power plant, depriving the city of light. During the north bank’s siege, food was cut off and water sold for 20 lire a bottle. On moving in, AMG doled out a daily food ration. For a while its mercy workers ran a gauntlet of snipers’ bullets.

The final pattern of a German defeat in Italy was being stamped out over the broken bridges, the smashed railway yards, and the blasted ports everywhere north of the fighting line.

Preparation for the Attack

Now the war had come full cycle. Ancient Florence had to feel the new war.

Slowly, that morning, the bombardiers’ briefing room filled up as the trucks arrived from each squadron. The bombardiers were talking and smoking and discussing the course line on the wall map, and I looked at them.

These men, like the pilots briefing in the next room and the navigators briefing across the room from us, were young men, 18 and 20 and 25—young men who would be far from the peace table when the treaties were haggled over and signed. But they would have known what responsibility was.

We were all dressed in heavy flying equipment for high altitude, and some of us already wore Mae Wests and flying helmets. Several had on parachute harnesses.

These were the men whose skill would determine whether this supreme test of precision bombing would succeed. Behind them were the many raids all over the Mediterranean theater, the long, hot, tedious afternoons and mornings of formation flying in Florida and Louisiana, the hours of flying and bombing back at the flat and dusty airfields of the flying schools in Texas and New Mexico and Arizona and California.

The group bombardier came in with an armful of maps and photographs and data sheets. He crawled under the table and came up in the little open square in the center.

"I guess you guys know what the story is," he said. The bombardiers had all moved over to the square table now. "They decided
to bomb Florence and we're the ones to do it. It's a great compliment. The only thing is, we can't screw up. If we screw up it'll really be our necks.”

“Who all is going?” one bombardier asked him.

“Just us. We got the hardest target, too. So we really got to be in there. Here're the maps.” He handed out the 1:250,000 maps of the Florence area of Italy, and we opened them up and folded them so that Florence and the course in were on top.

“A Lot of Things We Can't Hit”

“O.K. Everybody got a map? O.K., here are the target pictures.” He handed out the 10 x 10 target pictures of the marshaling yards. “And here's another picture that shows the whole place.” He handed out the other pictures.

“Sure got a lot of things we can't hit,” a bombardier across from me remarked. He was looking at the white squares drawn in around buildings and objects that were not to be hit.

“You're not just kidding,” the group bombardier replied. His name was Bobby Swindler, and he was as good a bombardier as there was in the wing. He had been badly shot up once, but he was all right again. Everyone called him Bobby.

“How about the weather?” another bombardier, who wore his parachute harness, asked. “The weather going to be O.K.?”

“Fine. We don't have to worry about that.”

“How long a run we going to take? Seems we ought to take a long run,” a bombardier said. He was relatively new, and I had seen him at briefing only once or twice.

“At least 60 seconds' run,” Bobby told us all. “Coming in the way you will, you ought to be on course a couple of minutes, anyway.”

“How about flak? They got any flak?”

“No flak. At least, as far as we know.”

“We heard that one before, too,” a couple of the bombardiers laughed.
B-26 Marauders Racing over Mountains in Italy Call to Mind Hannibal’s Elephants Crossing the Alps 22 Centuries Ago

These “arrogant, authoritative” bombers contained the author’s comrades. Numbers 50 and 63 are mentioned in his story. His own number 62 may have taken the photograph. Over Florence he “looked around and saw the other bombardiers in their Plexiglas noses, so close they seemed a part of our own ship” (page 293).
To Lay a Temporary Span, Allied Engineers Dynamite What Germans Left of One of the World's Most Beautiful Bridges

Four young Italians died trying to remove Nazi mines from medieval Ponte Santa Trinita (page 279); Statues representing the four seasons toppled with the roadbed; fragments were fished out of the Arno. Goldsmiths' shops clinging to Ponte Vecchio (right) have astounded travelers by not falling off (Plate VI). It's upper gallery led peacetime's museum-goers on a ten-minute walk from Uffizi Gallery to the Pazzi. Fighting Partisans laid a secret telephone line across it.
German Demolition Spares a Statue But Topsles Shutters onto a Balcony

Piazzetta Goldoni, like adjoining Ponte alla Carraia, was blown up to delay Allied entry into north Florence. With the monument, it honors Carlo Goldoni, a Venetian dramatist, real founder of modern Italian comedy (1707-1793). A pensioner of King Louis XVI, he died impoverished by the French Revolution.

"You might get flak after you break. They might try to reach you from Prato with the guns they've got there. But it's a long shot, and they can't get you on your bomb run." He checked with all of us to make sure we had the maps and the two pictures.

"No alternate today. O.K., look at the target picture."

We all got the picture which showed the marshaling yards and a part of the city and looked at the target—a long, narrow band of brown across one part of the picture.

"Your target's the Campo di Marte marshaling yards in Florence. It's about 400 feet wide and about 2,000 feet long. Kind of rough having it narrow like that, but I think we can get it."

We went over the target photo and then over the maps. Then we got the bombing data.

"Be sure you get the altimeter set right with the pilot. We don't want any screwing up on altitude."

"How about ground speed?" a bombardier asked.

"Ground speed 223. You'll have a little tail wind. Not much."

We went on with the briefing and got all the data on the winds. Then we went back to the target photo.

"Be sure you get your drift killed," Bobby
Founded in 1252, Ponte Santa Trinità is "Restored" in 1944 with a Bailey Bridge

This quickly erected bridge is named for its designer, Donald Bailey, a British engineer. Reminiscent of a child's Meccano set, prefabricated interchangeable parts are fastened with simple steel pins. Bailey bridges, fit to bear the heaviest tanks, may be extended almost any length. One in Italy spanned a 300-foot gap, with no central piers, in 36 hours. In France these bridges sped the advance of the American Army.

told us. "Don't drop unless you got your drift absolutely killed. The yards are too narrow."

The Target Divided among Squadrons

The first squadron had the top part of the yards, the western part. The second squadron had the eastern, or bottom half of the yards. The yards ran nearly east and west. We were to go in east of Florence and then turn back 180° and make our run from east to west.

"Going in, you can pick up the Baptistery in front of the Cathedral pretty easily," I told Bobby. "It's very white in the sunlight."

I noticed it once when we were going in on Incisa and Florence was just off to the north. You can see it clear back by Pontedera coming in" (page 261).

"Good deal," Bobby said. "You guys see it on your photos?" He pointed it out.

In a few minutes the briefing was over, and Bobby said, "Good luck. They're really counting on you."

We went out and into the end of the pilots' briefing. It was dark in the pilots' briefing room, and the commanding officer was going over a lantern-slide picture of the target. When he had finished, the radio officer went
over the radio data, and then we all got a time
tick from the group navigator.
"O.K., good luck. Really get in there to-
day, fellows," the colonel told us.
Outside we got into the big trucks and
banged and lurched over the bad roads to
the planes.
"This lousy truck ride's what gets me," one
pilot said. "This truck ride's worse than flak.
Lasts longer, too."
"We'll be all beat up inside when this war's
over," another flyer said. "Me, I'm looking
forward to that Buick convertible with springs
in it. When I ain't driving it, I'm going to be
sitting in it."
The truck we were riding on lurched slowly
over to our squadron area and jerked to a
stop by the nose of the first plane. Several
flyers got off and the rest began yelling plane
numbers to the truck driver: "Sixty-three,""Five zero,""Sixty-two." The driver clashed
the gears and the truck moved on to the next
plane. Captain Ackerman and I got down.
"See you fellows later," I called back.
"Lay them in there," Combat Lamb called
to us.
"You keep that bald head out of the sun
so we can see, and we will," Bob Cooke yelled
at him. Bob was our co-pilot. He almost
always got out to the trucks early and got
into the front seat so he would be warm and
the ride wouldn't be so rough.
We had had the same crew for almost a
year: Capt. Leonard S. Ackerman (then first
lieutenant), Lt. Robert B. Cooke, myself, and
three enlisted men, Sgt. Harold Just, engi-
neer-gunner, Sgt. Felton L. Callahan, radio-
gunner, and Sgt. Richard Mensch, armor-
gunner. Later, out of the raid on Florence,
Bob Cooke and I were to collaborate in
writing a play at night in the orderly room
and in our tent.
The enlisted men were already out work-
ing on the ship and loading the parachutes
and Mae Wests and flak vests into the ship.
Captain Ackerman immediately began inspect-
ing the ship, and Bob Cooke climbed up into
the co-pilot's seat. Sergeant Just, always a
bit offhand with officers, called him "Ace."

No Flak—Just a Milk Run
"Where we goin' today, Lieutenant?" Ser-
grant Callahan asked me.
"Don't worry, Cal. No flak. We got a milk
run. We're going to Florence." Callahan was
deeply impressed by flak, and we often kidded
him about being the only man in the Air Corps
who could actually hear the Germans load-
ing their 88's. He was from Louisiana and
had sold marshmallows before the war; so we
referred to him as the marshmallow man from
Campfire, Louisiana. In an effort to achieve
the debonair dash of a flyer, he had grown a
disconsolate sandy mustache on the way over-
seas and wore a soiled bit of parachute silk
around his neck for a scarf.
Sergeant Just came up to me, grinning. The
Army had mislaid one of his teeth, and it made
his sheepish grin something that was a con-
stant delight to us all.
"You better hit the target. I got cento
fire with the waist gunner on Combat Lamb's
crew you hit the target. So don't screw up."
He grabbed some flak suits from the pile in
front of the nose. "Where's the Ace?"
"In the men's lounge, the R. J. Reynolds
Room. Where'd you think?"
"How soon we takin' off?"
"About 40 minutes: take-off's at 9:20." I
was inspecting the nose Plexiglas for smirches
that would make seeing through it difficult.
The armament corporal of the ground crew
came around to the nose, wiping his hands on
a rag. "O.K., sir? I cleaned her off just a
couple minutes ago."
"Looks good," I told him. "How are the
bombs?"
"I been over them. Fins all O.K. Shackles,
too." He was very conscientious, and we
never had a bomb hang up. When we dragged
the field in group formation after returning
from a raid, we knew that the ground crew
on 62 was watching us and looking intently
for the green flares we fired when the mission
was a success.
"I didn't bring nothin' but green flares to-
day," the sergeant said.
"Get Mensch and Callahan," I told him.
"I'm going to show you guys where we're going
and what we're going to bomb."

Grim Business Affects Men Differently
He went around to the tail section where
Sergeant Mensch and Sergeant Callahan were
going over their guns and brought them around
to the nose. I got out the maps and the pic-
tures and showed them the route in.
"See what you can see in the way of roll-
ing stock or traffic on the roads. Call me up
and I'll mark it down on the map. Now here's
our target."
"Tell me it's a real pretty city," Callahan
said.
"How come they're bombing it?" Just
asked. "I thought they wasn't going to bomb
it."
"The Germans are using it to get stuff
through to the south," I said. "We're the
only ones to bomb it. You can tell your family
that one."
Masonry Explodes Like a Volcano; Alessandria Loses a Highway Bridge over the Tunaro

Alessandria lies on a main highway skirting the star-shaped Citadel (right), an old fortification. "What a beautiful target!" American bombardiers exclaimed as they regretfully passed it by. Here they also spared the railroad bridge (above). Many an American has worn a Borsalino, the hat made in Alessandria.
Rapallo, a Resort Town on the Italian Riviera, Is Closed to American Travelers This Season!

War has changed this picture. Pleasure boats serve occupation forces. Luxurious hotels on the waterfront may have German "guests." Mansions dot the fog-capped hills. For strollers, an esplanade runs beside the sea.
Its Piazza Well Serves the Alps-girt Village of Gemona

Before the war the town sold copper pails such as these girls carry and bought Singer sewing machines, whose sign appears on a wall. Gemona is 20 miles from Caporetto, scene of Italian defeat in World War I.

For a Quick Lunch, Genoa Has Its “Meat Tavern”

Americans would call it a hamburger stand. Signs on the right advertise pumps and a fair. Genoa's industries have made it a frequent bomb target. Raiding the city in June, 1944, Thunderbolts bombed an aircraft carrier.
In Venice, Centuries-old Horses above St. Mark’s Door Are Globe-Trotters

Perhaps a part of Nero’s triumphal arch, they went to Constantinople when Constantine moved his capital there. Crusaders shipped them to Venice as spoils of war. Napoleon I carried them to Paris; they returned 17 years later. For safety, they spent World War I in Rome. Below: a mosaic of the Last Judgment, done in 1836.
"Barber Poles" in Venice's Grand Canal Are Palace Gondola Posts with Heraldic Colors

Near the canal’s mouth, the large dome crowns a church built on 1,200,000 piles. It was named Santa Maria della Salute (Holy Mother of Health) as an outcome of a plague in 1630. Doge and Patriarch vowed to erect it if the Virgin stopped the pestilence, which carried off 47,000 Venetians.
At Camogli, on the Riviera, Family Wash Festoons Fishermen’s Apartments

About a century ago Charles Dickens called Camogli “a perfect miniature of a seafaring town... Everywhere there is a smell of fish and seaweed... Dwellings not abutting the harbor are approached by blind low archways.” Left: a café spreads its linen beneath the awning; Photographer Stewart lunched there before the war.
Mensch looked at the maps and the photos intently, but said nothing. In a year we had not heard him speak more than three or four words in any one day. He was our tail gunner, but not small, rather powerful. He never wore his headset; so there was always a lot of trouble getting him to tell us whether everything was all right back there after we had been through bad flak or had been jumped by fighters.

He was the opposite of Callahan, who was usually so happy to be alive when he came off the target that he filled the interphone with enthusiastic little observations and drawling Southern speech, generally until we reached the coast on our way out.

When I had finished showing them the target and the things to look for, I inspected the bombs to see that they were hung right and that the fins were straight so that they would fall true. Then I squeezed past Bob Cooke, who was reading a book by Thurber he had read five or six times before, and crawled up into the nose.

I checked my bombsight to make sure it would operate correctly and ran through my bomb racks. Finally Stan Ackerman climbed into the pilot’s seat, and Just and Callahan got into the navigator’s compartment.

I was testing the bombardier’s interphone, and when it came alive I could hear Bob Cooke talking in a mimic radio voice: “Ladies and gentlemen, from the smart Mercator Room of Martin’s Old Marauder, we bring you the supper music of Cal Callahan and his Debonairs, . . .”

“O.K., Bob, get off the interphone. Let me check with Ack.”

I checked with Ack in the pilot’s interphone and then crawled back out of the nose and into the navigator’s compartment. We started our engines and Ack gave them a long power check. The ship shuddered and whimpered, bucking against the big brakes, and then the propellers eased off again.

The Start of a Deadly Mission

“Boy, have they new engines ever got the power!” Just yelled to me. He was intensely proud of the ship. We all were. On the side, by the nose, it had a very good painting of a supine girl, which had been put on before we got the ship.

Whoever had put it there had run out of imagination after the effort, and the ship had never had a name. I always thought of the ship as “Manon”; a B-26 has certain of the fascinations of a Manon, and certain of the infidelities, too.

At last we taxied out and swung into position. When the four ships were lined up side by side and all running up their engines, we got the signal to go. I felt the brakes ease off and we started down the runway.

The ship rocked back off the nose wheel and the air-speed indicator began jumping: 80, 100, 120. At 130 miles an hour, nearly a mile down the runway, we bumped slightly once and were airborne. In twenty minutes all the flights had joined, and we were on course heading north-northeast.

In an hour we picked up fighter escort, and, when we had gone three-quarters of the way up the coast, Callahan called in to say the Spitfires were coming up. We swung to the right and headed for our landing. I crawled out of the nose, where I had been running through my bombsight and studying the map and photos, and went back into the navigator’s compartment.

Just had the bomb pins pulled. I counted them, and then he helped me into my parachute harness.

I put my parachute on top of the navigator’s table and said to Just, “See that the hat-check girl is back here. I may want to get that chute in a hurry.”

Then I tapped Bob Cooke on the shoulder and he slid his seat back to let me by. By the time I was back in the nose, I could see the smoky blue of the Italian mainland ahead of us. Coming in over the coast I went through everything once again and made a practice run on a farmhouse on a hill far below. I noticed that we were climbing a little to get above bombing altitude. The sight was working perfectly, and I checked my data again. I was ready.

I called Ack on the interphone: “O.K. We’re at bombing altitude. Weather looks good.”

“O.K. I’ll give you another level in a minute when we finish climbing.”

I got the other level and then, with the map, concentrated on following the swimming ground and hills and valleys and little villages and rivers beneath us. Ahead the weather was perfect and the visibility unlimited. I was surprised to find there was no haze at that time of day. Finally, looking ahead, I could see the dim hills above Florence. I could not see the city itself.

Sergeant Just got on the interphone and I could hear him, remote and fuzzy, telling me about a truck convoy. I marked the position on the map and went back to watching the ground. The formation began to weave slightly, hunting and swinging over the ground. I knew that the lead navigator and lead bombardier in the first squadron
were looking for the precise villages over which we were to pass to be on our true course in. The faint jockeying and weaving ceased, and we were coming in. Off to the left now I could see Pontedera and the airstrip and I knew where we were.

"There It Is! We're Coming In!"

I watched the formation ahead now: the big-bellied ships with the huge pendulous engine nacelles and the arrogant, authoritative tails. Behind them all were the great names of the past year: Naples, Rome, Salerno, Messina, Bizerte, Sousse, Sfax... the history-making names. Now this was what all the other raids were for, all the other hours and the training. We were coming in.

Then, far ahead, and so pale it was almost indistinguishable, I saw Florence at the foot of the green hills. I had noticed before that Italian towns, on the ground brown and drab, seemed white in the distance. Seen from this height, Florence was so pale it was almost luminous beneath the darker hills.

I pressed my microphone button. "There it is, Ack."

The interphone buzzed alive: "It's beautiful. Look how white it is." Ack was watching it, too.

From far back, and still fuzzy on the live interphone, I could hear Just saying, "Jeez, it's a big city! Must be a lotta people there."

Florence swam nearer through the slow Plexiglas, and now the whole intricate sprawl of it was clear. I saw the sharp line of houses and buildings along the Arno. I could not see the stone wall I remembered from almost five years before, but I could see where it was.

"Beware! Wires Connected!" A German Warning Left on a Bombed Bridge South of Orvieto

On June 15, 1944, South Africans captured this double-tracked bridge, on the Rome-Bologna main line. The author flew on the raid that damaged it. Afterward, the Germans put up the sign, which apparently refers to live wires (center). Twisted steel illustrates the effectiveness of the Air Forces' operation. By cutting the enemy's communications, they deprived him of munitions.
How to "Strangle" the Enemy—B-26’s Cut His Bridge-borne Supplies North of Orvieto

While bombing this span on another raid, the author’s squadron “hit the jack pot,” a 40-car train: hundreds of Germans jumped for their lives. This raid spared the highway bridge (right). The altitude is around 10,000 feet, as antiaircraft guns prevented a low approach. Craters show pattern bombing by “ heavies.”
On Ponte alle Grazie, Famed for Its Loveliness, the Dispossessed Stagger Home

Suitcases, groceries, and liberty are the only belongings left to some. Left: a man walking as if into the river actually takes a short cut (page 295). On shore, hundreds line the quay (Plate VI). Below them, traffic starts by way of a sandbank. Germans dynamited this and four other bridges August 4, 1944.
An Admirer of Florence, the Author (Right) Maps the Raid on Its Rail Yards

First Lt. Benjamin C. McCartney, a bombardier, was a veteran of 48 combat missions. Of these, he led 12. On September 27, 1944, he was mortally wounded by flak near Milan. In spite of his wound, he and his navigator directed their B-26 over the target, leading the other planes in. His pilot, Capt. Leonard S. Ackerman (left), then flew him to Corsica, where he died (page 296).

Then, very clear, and whiter than all the rest of the city, I could see the little Baptistry, San Giovanni Battista, a hundred feet across from the Cathedral. I began to search for the street with the pension (boardinghouse) I had stayed in, but ahead the formation was making a beautiful wide turn to the southeast, and we were preparing to come around onto our axis of attack. Now the whole course of the Arno was clear, and I could see water in the river bed.

I pressed the microphone button. "There she is. Take a good look at her in this turn. That white thing is where the Cathedral is. Just, see if you see any trucks or anything." I watched the city again.

We completed the slow, deliberate turn and came into our axis of attack.

"On course," I called to Ack over the interphone. Instantly, after we came upon our course for the run, the formation began to tighten up, and the wingmen moved in closer.

I looked around and saw the other bombardiers in their Plexiglas noses, so close they seemed part of our own ship. They were bent intently forward, too. What formation flyers, I thought. You couldn’t find formation like that anywhere else in the world.

The target was not yet clearly visible, but I could see a brown stretch where it would be. The tight, intent formation, long and uneasy, weaved slightly once and straightened out. Ahead the bomb bays of the higher ships slowly craned open.

"Bomb-bay Doors Open"

I pressed my microphone button. "Bomb-bay doors going open. Bomb-bay doors going open."

I pushed the bomb-bay door lever forward and waited for the little red light to flash on when they were completely open. The ship
A Costumed Florentine, Celebrating Liberation, Compares Helmets with American GI's

This Italian is perhaps one of those who ride in armor each year in the Festival of St. John. His suit is in the style of 1360, but not entirely authentic. Shoulder pieces are reversed. The visorless burgonet was devised to give unhampered vision against users of firearms. In modern times body armor lost the race against arms and was discarded. World War I revived steel helmets. Now even sailors and bomber crews wear them in action. Flak suits of steel plates protect flyers' bodies. These men wear the liners of their "tin hats."

shuddered momentarily, and remotely I could hear a dull roar where the air rushed in through the open belly.

The air speed slowed slightly, and then the light light glowed red, and I pushed the lever forward all the way. Behind me the co-pilot increased the revolutions per minute in the engines; for an instant the propellers whined higher.

Ack was squeezing his throttles forward to increase his manifold pressure. The throbbing of the propellers quickened, and a kind of intensity came into the sound and into the vibration. The whole ship under the added power seemed to tense and actually to gather all its forces into an immense animal concentration.

Now we were losing altitude at 500 feet a minute and coming down to bombing altitude. The weaving had ceased, and the whole formation now was intent on flying straight down the bomb run. Occasionally a ship fluttered and then leveled out quickly, keeping in perfect formation.

And now I could see the target instantly clear and long ahead of us—a brown, straight band in the city.
Led by a Priest, Teetering Florentines Inch across a Foot-wetting Short Cut

Their precarious perch leads to shore from Ponte alle Grazie, one of Florence's oldest and proudest possessions (built in 1237). Streetcar tracks have been heaved to one side. Watching a scene like this, the author saw civilians carrying "net bags filled with tomatoes and cabbages and fruit." (page 292).

I pressed the microphone button, "On target, Ack. Coming in good."

I got down upon the bombsight, and instantly clear and nearer than I had imagined it I saw the bottom of the target, familiar from the photo. I saw distinct railroad cars, small like other European railroad cars, just beyond a road. As the ship swung for a moment in formation I saw distinctly in the upper corner of the sight the white spot near the Baptistry, I called to the pilot, "Fifty seconds left."

"Level." Ack was fighting the ship absolutely level.

I synchronized the sight and watched the cross hairs ride on the target for a moment.

"There she is. Level now. Level." The ship was level; we were at bombing altitude.

I went over the sight clutches and pins with my hands while I watched the target grind nearer. The yards looked incredibly narrow. I glanced up at the air-speed indicator. On the money!

I went back into the sight, made a slight correction, and felt the ship swing almost imperceptibly. The target rode slowly nearer toward me under the cross hairs and I could see more railroad cars everywhere on the tracks in the yard.

Sure looks untouched, I thought. I pressed the microphone again.
“Steady. Steady. Looks good. Looks good.” I checked the time quickly and called, “Fifteen seconds.”

The cars and tracks were very near now under the absolute black cross hairs—all freight cars, I noticed. Then, still watching the judgment of the cross hairs riding evenly, slowly on one car, I felt the ship jump, and pressed the microphone button. “Bombs away! Bombs away! Bomb-bay doors going closed.”

I pulled the lever back as the lights on the panel flicked successively off. Then I lunged forward over the sight to watch.

Far ahead and all through the air the bombs were falling in languid, reluctant strings; everywhere under the bellies of the planes the bomb-bay doors slowly closed. Beneath me now the bombs from my own ship fell away slowly, fat and yellowish. Now beside them were the bombs of the other ships in our flight.

All the bombs were flinging along beneath us, twisting slightly, keeping up with us, and then slowly straightening out, dropping away and sliding fast, far down until I lost them. The ship swam slowly across the bottom of the marshaling yard. Ahead in the yard, halfway up, there was already a brown broil of smoke from the first bombs of the planes in the other squadron.

I waited while we came over the bottom of the yard and then suddenly, just inside the yard, there was the instant rip and black spurt of my own bombs down among the railroad cars.

I pressed the microphone button violently. “We hit it! We hit it! We got it dead center!”

Ack called back: “Good. Good deal. That’s the stuff!”

The interphone was full of talking now, and I heard Just, still fuzzy but yelling, “I see a railroad car come up through the smoke end over end” (page 259).

The target was out of sight beneath us now, and I looked at the city and tried to find the buildings I knew. I found several, but, searching too quickly, missed most of them. I could not find my pension, or even where it was, and then we were gone over the city. I heard only remotely the faint brush of flak. I hoped we would break sharply to the left so that I could see the city again, but we did not.

Later we made a swing south and, looking back, I could see a column of smoke, slow and heavy and brown, above the marshaling yards (page 263). Underneath it Florence was still very pale. Suddenly I realized I had felt no emotion whatsoever. It was best that way.

The day after Lt. Benjamin C. McCartney’s manuscript was received by the National Geographic Magazine, the gallant young aviator’s death from wounds received in action over Italy was announced by the War Department.

He was flying as lead bombardier for a B-26 Marauder formation attacking the Cassano d’Adda rail bridge, east of Milan, September 22, 1944. As his plane was clearing the bomb run, it was heavily hit by flak. Lieutenant McCartney was mortally wounded, and the bomb-release mechanism was damaged, making it impossible for him to drop his load.

Lieutenant McCartney realized that the success of the mission depended upon the continuation of the bomb run by the lead plane; therefore, despite his wounds, he directed the pilot, Capt. Leonard Ackerman, Rockville Centre, Long Island, over the target.

The remainder of the formation scored excellent results. All turned homeward. Captain Ackerman led the squadron to friendly territory, then broke off and flew to a near-by Corsican airfield where Lieutenant McCartney could receive immediate medical attention.

There his comrades gave their blood for transfusions, but nine days later he died of severe intestinal wounds. While he was being buried in a small American cemetery in Corsica, an honor guard from his squadron was in the skies overhead.

Lieutenant McCartney, 28 years old, was the son of the Reverend Dr. Albert Joseph McCartney, pastor of the historic Covenant-First Presbyterian Church, Washington, D. C., and Mrs. McCartney. He had flown 45 combat missions in his overseas duty, which commenced in November, 1943. His pilot and he, a perfect team and close friends, led either his Marauder squadron or the entire formation on every mission they flew.

He considered two of his early missions the best. On January 13, 1944, his plane led a B-26 formation which destroyed 18 German planes on the ground at Cianciano airfield, Rome. This attack crippled the Nazis just before the American landing at the Anzio beachhead. He received the Air Medal for this.

Later that month Lieutenant McCartney flew with Marauders which attacked an Orvieto rail bridge, striking the bridge and a 40-car train which was crossing. Hundreds of soldiers, trying to escape, were shown in the photographs as they jumped from the cars and ran along the railroad tracks, but the bombing pattern subsequently covered them up.

On September 5, 1944, his lead plane was enveloped in heavy flak as it approached the Pavia road bridge in the Po Valley. The tail turret was shot off and the rudder control was jammed. McCartney had commenced the bomb run when he saw that the pilot was unable to control the plane. Turning the formation in a wide circle, he allowed the pilot to regain control by freeing the rudder cables. Then he made a precision run from a different direction, dropping a perfect pattern and destroying the bridge.

For this achievement he was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross which, along with the Purple Heart, was awarded posthumously.

Also serving in the Mediterranean area is his brother, Lt. Albert N. McCartney, on duty with the U. S. Navy landing craft. When Lieutenant McCartney was bombing the Germans around Anzio, his brother was helping put American troops ashore on the beachhead.—The Editor.
At Final Briefing, Ten Young Americans in Britain Scan a Map of Their Nazi Target

The chin turret, a deadly addition, shows this Flying Fortress is a recent model. With twin 50’s, it covers front and sides. Plexiglas reveals the bombardier’s cushioned seat up front. Button Nose may refer to the pilot’s snub-nosed girl. Soon the B-17’s belly door will close on bombs, and 4,800 “horses” will spin the motors.
A Classic English Countryside, Path of German Bombers in 1940, Smiles Up at Fortresses Repaying the Blitz

Where once the B-17 was vulnerable, tail guns now bristle. A failure as camouflage, war paint is discarded, adding roughly five miles to air speed. Permanent serial numbers, painted in the factory, identify the ships wherever they go. Letters are local recognition signals added at the airbase.
Picture of Overwhelming Power, B-17 Replacements in a Grassy Meadow Await the Hour of Take-off from Their Strip (Upper Right)

Many others sit beside the service road (center). Though medium bombers have moved to France, the heavies remain in England. From that base they have delivered concentrated attacks on the enemy's oil refineries and front-line communications. Lately a lack of fuel has often grounded the Luftwaffe.
When Hydraulic Brakes Were Shot Away, the Crew Dropped Silk “Anchors,” Reducing the Liberator’s 90-mile Landing Speed

Such improvisation, illustrating ingenuity under fire, has been tried in various theaters. Encouraged by the results, the Army now unfurls parachutes from some descending gliders, making them quasi-helicopters. Here the loss of hydraulic fluid prevents the closing of bomb-bay doors; they, too, slow the B-24.
Though Badly Wounded, She Carried Them Home Through Flak

The stabilizer (left), controlling the B-17’s course laterally, is quite vulnerable. One flyer still wears his parachute harness. His fleece-lined boots ward off winter’s 54 degrees below zero in high altitudes.

A Sheet-metal Crew Mends a B-24’s Flak-punctured Rudder

A glance at the opposite page shows where this rudder fits. The “ladder” is a stabilizer frame shorn of its metal skin. B-24 is not as swift as B-17, but it carries more bombs. Longer range makes it most useful in the Pacific.
Beneath Fortress Wings a Pretty British Miss Harvests Grain. What's Wrong with the Picture? American Crews Are Not Helping

A typical English hedgerow divides farm and airfield, as in Plate III. In wartime Britain every available acre is in farms, training camps, and flying strips. Long ago the RAF pre-empted regular fields; now flying space has expanded to accommodate the USAAF. Close formation indicates contempt for raiders.
Life in the Supratmosphere Depends on Oxygen Tents at Base

Over France He Takes the First Invasion-Day Photos

Combat photographers cover every theater of the war. Quite a few have given their lives. Most are qualified as emergency gunners. This man aims through his half-lens’s view finder.
Toy Fortresses on Music Stands Teach Pilots How to Bring the Most Guns to Bear

Battle tests prove that this deployment, first worked out on paper, is the strongest defense against any interceptor formation. Similarly, the spacing is good insurance against accidental bombs and bullets. It does not sacrifice mobility. Even in 1,600-bomber raids, units fly in elements of threes.
What Luzon Means to Uncle Sam

By Frederick Simpich

NOW that our forces are back on Luzon, its strategic importance to America increases as our fight against Japan mounts in fury. Here decisive battles of the Pacific war are being fought.

The Japs needed this big island to protect their long sea lane to the Netherlands Indies, and as a base from which to control the rest of the Philippines.

Largest of the Philippine group, Luzon is only 225 miles south of Jap-owned Formosa and a 485-mile hop from Hong Kong.

In whatever direction our land forces move, whether against Formosa, the China Coast, or the island empire of Hirohito, Luzon must stand as a powerful bastion on that far-Pacific frontier with which, for better or worse, destiny now links us.

Big as Kentucky, rich in farms, gold, iron, chrome, copper, and lumber, and with hosts of skilled workers among its 7,375,000 people (about 45 percent of the population of the Philippines), this island is destined to be a huge, convenient, Far Eastern base for American airfields, reserve troops, supplies, naval installations, and repair shops for planes, ships, and other fighting equipment.

Until the Japs bombed Manila in December, 1941, and later drove Uncle Sam out of the Philippines, most Americans at home had lost interest in these islands. Few editors wanted any stories about the doings of Filipinos; the islands were on their way to enjoy full freedom, as an independent republic, in July, 1946. Congress had so voted.

Now the eyes of our whole nation are fixed again on these rich, historic islands, as we fight our stubborn way to Japan and the China Coast.

Already, by Joint Resolution of Congress, we are planning to build a series of permanent Army and Navy bases and airports at strategic points on Luzon and elsewhere in the Philippines, after negotiation with the head of the Philippine Government. That, in itself, shows how this war has changed our Pacific aims.

Also, if Uncle Sam sees fit, he may under this Resolution give the Filipinos full freedom before July 4, 1946.

By another Resolution, approved June 29, 1944, a joint Filipino-American commission is authorized to study postwar island economy, trade, finance, and damages done to people and their property by enemy attack and occupation.

That commission is now at work. It has nine American and nine Filipino members; the American section includes three Senators and three Representatives.

New National Geographic Map Shows Strategic Philippines

Besides big, rich, populous Luzon, there are 7,082 other islands—many small ones uninhabited—in this archipelago. Its strategic position, extent, and character are vividly shown on a new 7-color map supplement of the Philippines, with this number of THE GEOGRAPHIC.

This map shows the Philippines in detail, with an inset which pictures their setting between western New Guinea and enigmatic Vladivostok, and their geographic relation to Japan, the Marianas, western Carolines, the Netherlands Indies, and the China Coast. On the map are 3,787 names.

Slightly smaller than the British Isles, with an area of 115,600 square miles, the Philippines stretch from latitude 21°07′ N. down to 4°40′ N.—a distance of about 1,150 miles from north to south.

For centuries most Philippine invaders have landed on the big northern island of Luzon. Chinese, Spaniards, Dutch, British, Americans in 1898, and Japs in 1941, all came ashore on Luzon.

But when our Army and Navy hit the Philippines on October 20, 1944, our forces landed on the east coast of Leyte, about the center of the group. Conquering that island during weeks of typhoon season, flood, and mud, the Americans soon moved a little over 200 miles northwest, to take Mindoro and then tiny Marinduque isle. Today, as this is written, the largest American army ever assembled anywhere in the Pacific has landed on Luzon, north of Manila. Opposing it are Jap forces of equal or even greater strength.

Never in all their stormy history have the Filipinos seen battles of such magnitude as rage there now, on land, on the sea, and in the air (page 308).
Capt. Truman Heminway of Rutland, Vermont, Helped Guerrillas Harass the Japs

As an enlisted man in the United States Army, Heminway escaped from invading Japs in Mindanao. For two years he was a coast watcher; then he became a captain in the daring Filipino guerrilla forces. After four years in the islands, he is home with his family. Now that it can be told, American Intelligence officers heartily praise the guerrillas’ work after Bataan fell, especially their clever and always hazardous espionage work (page 324).

Jap ships and barges have been sunk by hundreds all around the islands. In Manila Bay alone so many vessels have gone down that now its muddy bottom must be strewn as thick with wrecks of ships as many suburban fields in America are strewn with worn-out automobiles.

Manila Bay Charted in Detail

In an inset with this new polyconic-projection map of the Philippines, Manila Bay is shown in all its details, together with Bataan peninsula, Corregidor Island, and our former naval stations at Cavite and at Olongapo in Subic Bay. Another large-scale inset shows the Lingayen Gulf area where the Yanks carved out a beachhead for their return to Manila. Our original Army airfields are shown in red. These have been bombed, over and over again, by both our own planes and those of the enemy. Jap aircraft based on them have been shot down or burnt on the ground by hundreds. On the whole of Luzon the Japanese built about 100 military airfields, large and small.

In drawing this new large-scale 47-miles-to-one-inch Philippine map, the latest geographic findings of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey and Army Map Service were used.

Some of this carefully compiled cartographic material was hurried from Manila to Corregidor in huge cases when the Japs first attacked. This precaution was by order of Comdr. George D. Cowie, last Director in the Philippines of the Survey, who was killed at his Manila post by the Japs on Christmas Eve, 1941.

Our submarines later rescued these detailed charts and maps from Corregidor under the
Attention, Hollywood and Paris! Here's a Hint for Easter Bonnets!

Big-brimmed, made of split bamboo and palm-leaf strips, these cart-wheel hats are fancied by Luzon women of the rice fields. Those are utility scarfs, too; they protect the neck when the girls lean over to cut sharp-edged rice stalks. Women workers cut the stalks one by one with a small knife, placing handfuls in the baskets. Men swing a sicklelike blade and cut a whole handful at one stroke.

very noses of the attacking Japanese.

Such charts are the net result of forty years of work along the 21,000-mile coastal area of the Philippines.

Rear Admiral L. O. Colbert, present Director of the Survey, Rear Admiral J. H. Hawley, Assistant Director, Capt. C. L. Garner, and Comdr. F. S. Borden are among those who mapped this vast archipelago. All of them, at one time or another, served on various charting ships, two of which, the Fathomer and the Pathfinder, were sunk by the Japs early in this war.

Japs Made Secret Peacetime Maps of the Philippines

Even in peacetime, surveying Philippine waters wasn't a quiet, leisurely job. Typhoons had to be figured on—and even crocodiles!

One Survey officer, Lt. Comdr. John A. Bond, will never forget the crocodiles. One day he was leaning on a launch's awning support, studying a shoreline through his binoculars, when a croc reached up and grabbed him by the leg. Happily, the saurian also got his jaws about an iron stanchion, which saved Bond's leg and probably his life!

Though in peacetime anybody could buy our charts in Manila, the Japs, pretending to be fishing, made their own surveys. In charting waters within sight of land, our men got a fixed location for the Survey ship through triangulation with shore points, which they marked by conspicuous objects.

But, sneaking in close to shore to do their work, the Japs didn't make use of any obvious markers; instead, they twisted limbs of trees into loops and other shapes and sighted on them.

Whether the Japs depend on their charts or use ours, they know their way about in San Bernardino and Surigao Straits, Lingayen
Ships Burn and Sink, Docks and Warehouses Go Up in Smoke, as Carrier-based Bombers Pound Japs at Manila, November 13, 1944

The ancient Walled City, former Spanish fortified stronghold, is the fan-shaped section at left, from which smoke funnels like steam from a whistle. Black smoke is from a ship, probably a tanker, burning at a pier. Behind the breakwater, wrecks lie in confusion. In the large white Philippine Capitol, at left, the Congress meets. Dewey Boulevard, now given a Jap name, leads straight up from the Pasig River along the bay (page 305).
Americans Carved the Motor Road. But Huguenos Built the Rice Terraces Centuries Ago.

Some Huguenos do nothing but carry down each big log from the forest. They have cutters to cut the logs where they lie. They then pile them on the banks for their roads.

That three-legged black dog may soon be somebody's Sunday dinner.
Our First Luzon Landings Were Made January 9, 1945, on Lingayen Gulf, Whose Waters Appear at Upper Left

An American sea-borne force from some 800 vessels went ashore at four different points, on a sandy stretch about 20 miles long at the head of this gulf.
Soft Saxophones Croon "Heart and Soul" as High School Graduates Hold a Class Reunion Dance

Wearing the shirt with the tail out is a Filipino custom; it is a sort of national dress. Most of the girls are dressed in modern style, but the laughing one at right center wears a characteristic upper-class Filipino party dress. English is the common language of several million Filipinos, especially of those under 30 or 35, educated after the American-style public-school system was established here (page 314).
Streamlined Trains Whistle Where Once the Bullearts Squeaked

This motor-driven train takes off from the main line, north of Manila, to serve the town of San Quintin, Luzon has some 700 miles of railroads; it also has 7,250 miles of highways (page 317).

Gulf, the Sulu Sea, and other coastal waters; they're also familiar with the currents and tide tables.

"We shall soon know what influence the geography of Luzon will have on Jap strategy in this war," said Col. Charles A. Romeyn, veteran of Philippine campaigns.

"Study of your big new Philippine map will also explain what use our own forces have already made, and may still make, of Luzon and certain other islands.

"In 1941," continued the colonel, "the Japanese made their principal landing on Lingayen Gulf, near the head of a broad valley extending to Manila, about 100 miles to the south. Here, too, on the flat, sandy beaches at this same gulf, is where some 800 ships landed our forces on January 9, 1945 (Philippine time), for our long-planned Luzon invasion.

"In the dry season, from December to May, armies can freely move across this great valley, except for swamps about the delta of the Pampanga and Pasag Rivers. Good highways and a railway lead south through this valley to Manila.

"But in rainy months this region is watery as a wet sponge; troops and their vehicles can't move in it if they get off the roads or away from foothills.

"We must disabuse our minds of any idea that the Philippines are mostly swampy jungles, such as have been stressed in news dispatches about our fights in some Pacific isles farther south. I would estimate that 80 percent of all land in the Philippines lies at an elevation of better than 1,000 feet."

Luzon's position deep down in the Tropics affects the character and physical vigor of its people.

Military experts know how climate affects soldiers and figure on that in this Philippine campaign. Armies tend to slow down when heat, rain, and insects keep men from getting a night's rest.

In his good book, *The Philippines Past and Present*, Dean Conant Worcester says: "In the Cagayan Valley (Luzon) we had a taste of real tropical heat. . . . The air was suffocating. My bed was in a corner. I dragged it out between a window and a door and threw both wide open. . . . Slipping off my pajamas, I sat myself on a broad window sill, . . . I poured water over myself. . . . The water would not evaporate. I sat there until morning, as I could not endure the heat lying down."

That is the kind of Philippine heat our soldiers have to fight in now.
Filipinos Print Their English-language Newspapers on High-speed American Presses

The pressman wears a hat made from folded papers, just as his colleagues do in the United States. In 1941 the islands were publishing about 360 papers and magazines, 167 in English. In Manila, Filipinos owned and edited most of the city's 13 or 14 daily newspapers, a majority of which were in English. One of these was the Philippines Herald, shown here rolling off the big modern Duplex American press (page 314).
Clean, healthy, bustling Manila, capital of the Commonwealth, was the Far East's most Americanlike city when the Japs came bombing it that fatal day in December, 1941.*

Air-cooled hotels, neon lights, daily papers and news broadcasts in English, boys and girls on roller skates, beauty "shoppes," women dentists, big ice-cream works, and even its own motion-picture studios—it had them all.

It had great universities, too, and business colleges: polo, golf, and country clubs; bus lines and air-cooled trains that connected with other Luzon cities (page 312), interisland airlines, and Pan American Airways service to America and China.

English and Spanish were official languages. In the Philippine Congress, corresponding to our Congress, English was the common tongue: but if an excited delegate relapsed into his native Tagalog, Visayan, or even Moro chatter, nobody objected.

**Taft's Genius Worked Out "New Order" in the Philippines**

And all this social and economic metamorphosis, mind you, had come about under little more than forty years of American guidance. To a singular degree, also, this amazing progress, without parallel in the history of Far Eastern colonial governments, was the result of one man's patient, tireless genius. His name was William Howard Taft, the greatest missionary we ever sent abroad to instill American ideals of universal education, good government, and better public health (p. 332).†

When I worked my way down from the China Coast to Luzon in 1902 as clerk on an Army transport, Mr. Taft was already installed in Manila's Malacañan Palace as first civil governor of the islands. Facing him was the task of working out a really "new order in the Far East," a plan for dealing successfully with a people largely uneducated, threatened by recurrent epidemics of cholera, plague, and smallpox, by outbreaks of a cattle disease called rinderpest that swept away thousands of farm animals, such as carabaos, and by the raids of bandit gangs that overrunning many provinces.

Fruits of Taft's early-day sound policies were reflected in the people's good health and high degree of literacy, and in the economic stability of the islands and their government when the Japs attacked.

I was there myself some months before Pearl Harbor. Like other old-timers returning after a span of years, I was dumfounded at the transformations.

I knew from many sources that Manila had changed, just as even Baghdad and Jeru-
salem have in late years become somewhat modernized. But I was not prepared for all the hard, smooth country roads, the concrete bridges, modern lumbering methods, big gold-mining camps, mechanized plantation machinery, nor, most of all, for the change in the people.

Even the children in provincial hamlets, who often in old days knew not even a word of Spanish, now spoke to us in English. I heard them and thought of Taft. He brought thousands of pioneer American schoolteachers from the States; they braved the malarial jungles and the monotony of small country villages where week ends offered only Mass or cockfights, and gave our speech to millions.

Today, especially in the larger islands, nearly every Christian Filipino under 30 speaks at least a little English. English-speaking people from other lands, hearing this Filipino English for the first time, may not easily understand it all at first, but the Filipinos understand each other.

American soldiers landing on Leyte were astonished to find the Filipinos shouting at them in English and to hear school children singing "God Bless America." In a letter to Miss Katharine Corbett, of the Geographic staff, her nephew, a lieutenant with our forces on Leyte, wrote: "It has been a pleasure to engage in the liberation of the Philippines, since the people are so sincerely and intensely grateful. They speak English as it is written in the book, only with a Spanish accent.... They are very friendly, and a number are better educated than the average soldier. They most certainly respect America and Americans."

No transplanting of a foreign tongue on such a scale, in such a short time, has taken place before. Take the case of Germans in Alsace-Lorraine. After 1871 they tried in vain, forcibly, to abolish the French language. Here in the Philippines we helped the people learn English because many wanted to learn it.

All early-day island newspapers, except the few published by and for Americans, were printed in Spanish, or in Tagalog or some other island language.

But by 1941, of Manila's dozen or so daily papers the leading ones were not only printed in English, but were edited and managed entirely by Filipinos. At that time, in all the

---

† See, by William Howard Taft, in the National Geographic Magazine, "Philippines," August, 1905; "Ten Years in the Philippines," February, 1908; and "Some Impressions of 150,000 Miles of Travel," May, 1930.
Tiny Hemp Threads Twisted Together Make a Ship’s Hawser

To navies and merchant fleets the world over, most useful Philippine product is abacá, or Manila hemp. No other rope compares with this. Here in the big Elizalde factory at Manila, scores of strands are being threaded into a yarn-twisting machine. They then form one of the three strands which, again twisted, make a big hawser of incredible tensile strength.

islands, some 360 publications were being issued, and 167 of them were printed in English (page 313).

Filipino boys read the pulps and the “funnies” by the carload; Filipino women and girls went for the fashion magazines, style books, and articles on beauty hints, and revamped themselves accordingly.

American Sports—and Slang Spread

One of the greatest changes I met, as compared with the Filipino way of life I knew in the early 1900’s, was the spread of American sports.

I remember when Sunday to most young Filipinos meant going to the cockpits, getting a haircut or playing pool, or just sitting around picking a mandolin.

But by 1941 baseball and basketball had so swept the islands that teams played rival teams from the China Coast. American slang was current, especially that of our outdoor games.

The rise of outdoor sports, and improved public health because of better medical services and a higher standard of living due to better wages, have actually increased the stature and muscular structure of the Filipinos. Army measurements showed this.
How do you write a full-page ad for a department store? Who writes the travel folders for the American President Lines? What does the Geographic pay its writers and cameramen? What kind of article on Manila could I sell to the New York Times? To the New Yorker?

When I first saw Luzon its women seldom read a newspaper. They had a voice, decidedly audible, in domestic affairs; but of government and its problems they knew absolutely nothing. But in the last free election in the Philippines, approximately 500,000 women voted!

My first newspaper job in the islands was as a waterfront reporter on the pioneer Manila American. The first week, I went out with Admiral "Fighting Bob" Evans' fleet for target practice off Olongapo.

As our big guns roared, we could see through glasses that many Filipino fishermen grounded their boats and started running across the beaches for the jungle.

But men from this same walk of life, trained by MacArthur, dragged their own short-nosed howitzers along the beaches in 1941 and slammed back at the invading Japs.

When I rode out to Manila's San Lazaro Race Track in Manila's first automobile, which ran on steam, waveside natives backed off into rice fields or ran along beside our wheezy car, shouting their astonishment.

But when, on my last visit, our engine went dead as we drove around to Cavite to visit an admiral, a peasant boy leading a team asked me to hold his horses while he blew out an obstruction in our gas line.

The Manila of Taft's time was a Malay-
mestizo-Spanish place, its polyglot peoples new and strange to us.

Once I got an order from homeland Sunday papers for articles on "How the Filipinos Live." To gather needed material, I took a three months' job as teacher in a night school. It proved such a mine of information that I held it two years.

So eager to learn were those Luzon folk that many parents, uncles, and aunts of my young pupils came every night and stood at the door or edged into rear benches to pick up a few words of English.

Friendly families invited me to dances, weddings, and fiestas, once even to see a stallion fight. Sometimes I slept in humble nipa-palm huts, with the whole family snoring about me on split-bamboo floors and with pigs grunting under the stillborne house. I came to appreciate the generous, responsive nature of the kindly Tagalogs, dominant group of Luzon.

The first electric streetcars I recall seeing in the Far East were brought to Manila. I owned the streetcar advertising concession. Filipino passengers packed the cars and rode just for the pleasure of riding.

But my customers complained. "Sure," they said, "crowds with cash to buy our goods ride in your cars, and in the racks overhead our advertising cards look fine. But the Filipinos never look up at them; they look out at the street scenes."

All that changed. Manila, in time, became an advertising solicitor's paradise. But even there, listeners learned to turn off their radios when the commercial "plugs" began!

Filipinos I knew often took me on trips into the provinces.

Knock This Traffic Cop Down, and He Jumps Right Up Again!

Built like an old-time "Susie Darn" or "Roly-Poly" doll, his center of gravity is so low he can't lie down. This wooden-headed policeman, with goldfish eyes, helps keep the tangles out of Manila street traffic, where horse-drawn vehicles still dispute the right of way with motorcars.

No good highways existed then. The only Luzon railroad was a British-owned short line from Manila up to Dagupan. On any rainy season country trip by 2-wheeled carromata, we usually got stuck in the mud and had to hire a pony, get out and walk, or take to a banca if there was a stream running in the right direction.

Luzon Has Half of All Philippine Roads

Today, as the map shows, Luzon has 50 percent of all Philippine highways, or about 7,250 miles of road. It also has upwards of 700 miles of railway. Already some of this network is familiar to thousands of invading American soldiers.
This Family Sailed 50 Miles to See the “Big White Bird” of Army Pilots

They belong to the wandering Negrito tribe of mountainous, largely unexplored eastern Luzon. Cagayan Bay, where they visited the plane used by Col. George W. Goddard years ago, is the only safe harbor of any considerable size on the steep, rough eastern shores of Luzon. In these hills live also some 7,500 Ibalaos (Hlongots), of whom little is known.

Bus lines use all these main roads. On their tops and rear racks Filipino passengers pile their baggage, baskets of fruit, and coops of chickens and live pigs, their feet tied. Such a bus is usually merely a chassis with a long wheel base, with a locally built body set on it—a body with a roof but no sides, like an open streetcar. On the tail of some buses an English sign says: “Toot Your Horn Clearly and We Will Move Over.”

But if anyone can drive on Luzon without human or animal slaughter, he can drive safely anywhere in the world. What with stray pigs, chickens, children, dogs, bullock carts, and pedestrians walking in their sleep—and another car rushing at you with its driver half asleep—Luzon motoring is never dull!

American soldiers now marching these roads are traversing many regions familiar to veterans of Philippine Insurrection days, when Funston was chasing Aguinaldo and when General Lawton was killed.

What Luzon’s Riches Meant to Japan

Besides its military value, you can see what Luzon’s natural riches meant to Japan in her scheme for empire expansion.

Hot Cagayan Valley grows some of the world’s finest leaf, and Manila’s great cigar and cigarette factories are among the best.
At this very minute, in Washington's Army and Navy Club, many a grizzled old colonel wearing Philippine service ribbons is pining for an after-dinner Manila cheroot! Especially for one of those that come in a little wooden barrel, very long, brown ones, with a knot like the curl in a pig's tail at one end!

Coconut groves on Luzon cover more than 1,000,000 acres. Nearly all soap made in America before this war used Philippine coconut oil as a base. One-third of all Filipinos, normally, are supported by the coconut industry.

Sugar is an old, old Luzon crop. It was the money crop, and the United States was the chief market. When the Japs came, they plowed up much sugar land, planted cotton, and shipped in textile machinery; but for many reasons this effort failed.

Luzon gold mines made millionaires of some Americans and Filipinos. Some of the richest mines are in the Mountain Province, in the Benguet region near Baguio (page 322).

One rainy night years ago I slept in a flimsy hut with a lone American pioneer miner who had an Igorot squaw. All night it rained, till my blanket on the dirt floor was soaking wet. For breakfast the Igorot girl, under the dripping roof, tried to make hot cakes from a soggy bag of pancake flour. The whole mess tasted of smoke and was gritty with ashes.

"Nobody'll believe me or advance me money for a big stamp mill," said the lone American, "but some day there'll be thousands of miners working in this Benguet canyon, in one of the richest gold camps the world ever saw. It's another Klondike—the rocks are yellow with gold." He was right!

In 1940, Luzon gold mines yielded $30,850,000, of which more than $21,000,000 came from that very Mountain Province where I'd eaten the horrible hot cakes made by the half-naked, shivering pagan girl.

**Japs Wanted Philippine Copper**

Before the Americans fled in 1941, they flooded the gold mines. Japs didn't seem to care. They didn't want gold, but copper; so they stripped the American-owned mines of machinery and moved it to the copper mines.

From Luzon come nearly all Philippine copper concentrates; its oldest copper mine is the Mankayan, in Mountain Province.

Retreating Americans in 1942 sabotaged many mines. But Japs brought trained mining crews and rehabilitated many of them, especially those yielding manganese, copper, chromite, and iron.

About the finest piece of furniture in the Naval Academy at Annapolis is a big table of polished Philippine hardwood, which stands in Bancroft Hall. It was presented by Col. Arthur F. Fischer, long chief of the Philippine Bureau of Forestry.*

American lumber importers and all makers of fancy doors and better furniture know and prize these Philippine hardwoods. On Luzon, when the Japs landed, one of their first predatory acts was to grab and ship home all the cut lumber they could find. What they did about operating the sawmills is not clear. But when Luzon business resumes, one of the biggest potential sources of this island's wealth will be vast forests of giant trees which stand along its eastern coast.

For those who like to hunt, Luzon is a Daniel Boone's paradise. Today Tarlac Valley is filled with fine farms. But I saw it when much of it was wild, when naked little Negritos hunted here. I saw them build a trap-like net of leafy vines across a deer run, then take their dogs uphill and drive a deer down against the net, where hunters speared it.

Once from a distance I saw an almost leafless tree that seemed to hang heavy with big fruits. Excitedly, the Negritos pointed and made the food sign.

Nearing the tree, I saw that the "fruit" was dozens of big fat fruit bats, also known as flying foxes, hanging by their feet. I shot some for the wild men's food. After I'd fried, the other bats volplaned from the tree, screaming like troubled rats; they sailed about for a bit, then returned to their peculiar positions in the naked tree.

When we wanted water, the little people brought it in bamboo joints. They helped us, too, in making hammocks from vines.

If we tossed away a tin can, an empty shot-gun shell, or even a cigar butt, they'd fuss over it like dogs fighting over a bone. They possessed almost nothing.

Amazing to me, always, was the way these Negritos could disappear. If one quit our camp, he simply blended into the jungle, hiding like a quail. A Tagalog guide we had said there were always Negritos following us, whether we saw them or not (page 330).

**Japs Set Up a Puppet "Republic"**

That Tarlac country was thinly peopled then, but alive with game. Now country homes abound. By 1941 gasoline tractors puffed where the deer used to bark, and about big sugar centrals rose the neat, modern cottages of the mill hands.

*See "Mindanao, on the Road to Tokyo," by Frederick Simpich. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE, November, 1944.
From Such Splendid Human Material as These Baguio High School Cadets Came the Filipino Heroes of Bataan and Corregidor

They trained as youngsters with wooden guns, but fought and died bravely when the Japs came. Courageous, quick to learn, fond of athletic contests, these schoolboys exemplify the best type of Filipino—Tagalogs, Ilocanos, and Visayans. Thousands have taken to the hills as guerrillas, wrecked bridges, cut telegraph lines, destroyed supplies, and, above all, by secret radio and grapevine sent out reports on Jap strength and movements (pages 324, 331).
Surly, Temperamental, the Carabao Goes Crazy Unless He Can Soak in Mud and Water
Carabao don't like white men. One killed an American friend of the author's when he disturbed the big beast at his bath.

Neatly Dressed Daughters of Once Head-hunting Wild Men Dig Potatoes in the Gardens of Trinidad Agricultural High School
Built especially to train students from some of the mountain tribes, this school, near Baguio, gives a free four-year course. Girls take home economics and normal school courses; boys get one year of practical farm work before graduation. At one time 500 "wild" children were enrolled here.
From This Humid Canyon Americans and Filipinos Have Taken Fortunes in Gold

Till Japs stripped it of its machinery, for use in getting out copper from another region, the mine employed 10,000 people. It had its own hydroelectric works, big Diesel engines, and a truck line down to the coast. Philippine annual gold output, in pre-Jap days, almost equaled that of California in 1940.

Over the islands as a whole, population has more than doubled since Admiral Dewey's guns bored big holes in the mossy old stone walls of Manila's Fort San Antonio Abad.

On Luzon the Japs, after taking Manila, set up their own puppet "republic." Most of its officials, from President José P. Laurel down, were chosen from men prominent in business and public life.

In fairness to some, it must be said they felt that by service under the invaders they might keep hospitals open, food markets supplied, waterworks and light plants going—in fact, prevent that chaos and starvation which might have ensued had some 16,000,000 Filipinos staged a sit-down strike all at once.

Japs sought to reduce Luzon labor standards to Japanese home levels by repealing all Commonwealth minimum wage and hour laws.

When the Japs landed, they brought their own ready-made invasion currency, a crude, worthless paper money. But to refuse to accept this "Mickey Mouse money," as the Filipinos dubbed it, meant severe punishment. American money was declared illegal, but the Japs themselves wanted our money so badly it soon went to a premium. Coins of all kinds vanished utterly (page 331).

The Japs failed in attempts to make all Filipinos learn Japanese. Japs themselves had to use English to deal with the natives.

What will happen now to Filipino quislings and collaborationists?
Mr. Sergio Osmeña, now President of the Philippine Commonwealth—the real, constitutional one and not the puppet "republic"—landed on Leyte in October last, with General Douglas MacArthur. From there he broadcast an address to all Filipinos.

President Osmeña paid tribute to the millions of Filipinos left behind after the fall of Corregidor to face the ire of the Japs. He said they had to submit to Jap rule or perish, because our army and theirs, in the islands, had been destroyed.

Not all public officials, President Osmeña pointed out, could take to the hills or turn guerrilla. Some had to stay on the job, to keep some kind of government machinery running. These officeholders under the Japs fall into three groups: those who honestly wanted to help protect the people; those moved by fear of enemy reprisals; and those "motivated by disloyalty to our government and cause."

We can't let these disloyal men's acts lead us to acts of personal revenge, the President continued. But all traitorous Filipinos charged with giving aid and comfort to the enemy, whether officeholders or private citizens, will be dealt with according to law.

Quislings Present Grave Problem

To grasp the gravity of this task, you have only to read an English speech made by Jorge B. Vargas, long secretary to the late President Manuel Quezón. On May 18, 1942, after a parade celebrating the Japs' capture of Bataan and Corregidor, a parade led by the Philippine Constabulary band, and one in which many Filipino girls marched carrying Japanese flags, Vargas said:

"We are grateful for this victory because of the new perspective it has given us. It has made us feel, more than ever before, the fraternal ties that bind us with the peoples of East Asia, particularly the great Japanese people. By carefully checking on our bearings, we invariably discover—perhaps to our amazement that we scarcely realized it before—that our geographical position, far from making us a far-flung outpost of the distant West, rather makes us the natural frontier of the Great East."

"We have gone a long way in the last forty years. Traveling in the direction of the West, following its pleasant call,
we have gone through a superficial metamorphosis. We have been obliged to alter our mode of life, our conventions, and our institutions, to suit the Occidental pattern.

"Essentially, however, and intrinsically, we remain irrevocably cast in the mold of our ancestors, and the spirit of the East that we have inherited cannot be changed. Immutable and ageless, it defies all the forces and all the subtleties of Western civilization.

"Now we have reached a point in our odyssey as a people where we can no longer look to the West. Now, under the inspiring leadership of Japan, we must return to the course from which we had been driven by the storms of international events, for that is where our happiness, prosperity, and well-being safely lie."

"We Had Known Only Friends"

I know, as do thousands of other Americans who lived long in the Philippines, that Vargas did not speak for most Filipinos. The large majority like us. They like to speak the English we taught them. They like our way of life—our sports, dress, freedom of speech, and democratic ways.

"It's not fair," Brig. Gen. Carlos Romulo said in a speech to the American Congress on September 21, 1944, "to say that most Filipinos sided with the Americans in this war only because they thought we were stronger and would win in the end.

"From my country on the rim of Asia it seemed to us [in 1942] that the tremendous tide rising in the Far East would wash us out, along with our dream of democracy... The white man was whipped and disgraced in the Far East. The dream of Asiatic empire was dinned into our ears by Japanese propagandists. 'Rise and avenge yourselves against the white despots now,' they told us. But in the Philippines we did not know any American despots. We had known only friends.'"

General Romulo, long editor and publisher of a Manila daily, fought with MacArthur on Bataan and is now the Philippine Commonwealth's Resident Commissioner to the United States.

Heroic Deeds of the Guerrillas

Most Filipinos resented the Japs and remained loyal to us. Their heroic deeds are in striking contrast to the behavior of the quislings. In a speech on Leyte, October 25, 1944, General MacArthur paid tribute to the guerrilla underground movement and to the valuable work of our spies.

For a long time after the disaster at Bataan, said General MacArthur, a deep silence engulfed the Philippines. No news of their fate reached the outside world. Then, late in 1942, came a weak radio signal from Panay, picked up by listening posts of the War Department. That "lifted the curtain of silence... and disclosed a human drama with few parallels in military history." Resistance had started.

To aid the Filipino underground workers, we began to send submarines to secret landing places, arranged by radio, taking spies, both American and Filipino, arms, ammunition, and medical supplies. Later, four submarines were used regularly, and clandestine arm and supply shipments greatly increased.

"For many months," said MacArthur, "our plans of campaign have benefited from hazardous labors of a vast network of agents numbering hundreds of thousands providing precise, accurate, and detailed information on major enemy moves and installations throughout the archipelago. Through a vast network of radio positions extending into every center of enemy activity I have been kept in immediate and constant communication."

On every major island the spies have one or more weather-observing stations, which flash out weather data morning, afternoon and night. This information is useful to our troops already in the islands, to the Navy, and especially to our airmen raiding enemy-held positions.

Spies and informants, also from hidden radio sets, flash out news of Jap airplane and fleet strength and movements. Such information has helped Americans sink many Jap ships and shoot down many planes.

Americans Aid the Irregulars

Americans led many of the irregulars, who sank enemy boats, tore up railroads, blew up bridges. Some of these Americans were civilians who took to the hills when the Japs invaded; some were aviators who had been forced down in the islands, sailors who had been wrecked, or soldiers and officers who had escaped from prison camps. From these secret sources the Navy got word of enemy naval concentrations off the Philippines during the Marianas operations (page 306).

Conspicuous in this daring work were American and Filipino residents of the United States, who volunteered to infiltrate into the islands to carry out military missions.

Many American airmen forced down in the islands have been saved by the guerrillas or by the civilians who sent out radio appeals to cruising rescue boats; usually at night, our stranded pilots have been picked up from some lonely beach.
They Seem to Sell Everything in This Baguio Market But Shoes

The fat Igorot boy’s mother, in the white blouse, dresses as did most domestics employed by American families living in Baguio; hence the child’s American-style calico breeches. Sunday, at the public market, is Baguio’s Roman holiday. Since Dewey’s day, Baguio has grown from a mountain hamlet into the luxurious summer capital of the Philippines. Several hundred Americans were interned near there.

Heroic beyond any call of duty were the exploits of these Filipino irregulars. They performed feats of incredible endurance and calmly went forth on certain sublime adventures where death was inevitable.

Historic is the Black Hole of Calcutta. There was Libbey Prison, in the War between the States; there was Mexico’s San Juan de Ulúa—and there’s Bilibo, Manila’s ill-famed prison, and ancient Fort Santiago at the mouth of the Pasig, with its dark, damp, rat-ridden, vermin-infested dungeons where Americans have been held.

Former French Consul Gaston Willoquet, long stationed at Manila and seized by Japs early in 1942, was thrown into Fort Santiago and crowded into a small cell with certain American journalists. He showed me a sneak picture of two Manila newspapermen I used to know—R. McCullough Dick, editor of the Philippines Free Press, and Roy Bennett, editor of the Manila Daily Bulletin. This picture showed them naked, thin as living skeletons. I was astounded when Consul Willoquet told me who they were.

I’ve talked with Americans, long prisoners of the Japs in the Philippines, who finally either escaped or were released and came home.
On Checkerboard Rice Fields Weary Toilers Move Like Pawns in the Great Game of Life, Man Against Nature, Food the Prize

Though central Luzon is one big food basket, the all-important rice crop is often short and grain must be imported. Food got so scarce late in 1944 that puppet President Laurel broadcast an appeal to the Japanese Government for aid. Pilots say forced landings are dangerous in such mud-and-water rice fields; here the ground was dry. Our invading army marched into country like this after landing at Lingayen.
"We'd Rather Work in a Perfume Shop Than Smell Dried Fish All Day," Said One Girl. "But Someone Has to Do This!"

Fish and rice are a favorite lowland Luzon dish. Coral-like fish traps, made by driving fences of poles into tide flats, take many fish, though trawling has increased. At night fishermen set nets and drive fish into them by waving torches and beating on dugout sides with clubs. Japanese fishermen for years before the war monopolized many Philippine waters. One big job in Philippine rehabilitation will be the restoration of the fishing industry.
Symmetrical and Majestic, Smoking Like a Giant’s Pipe, Mayon Volcano Towers over the Southern Luzon Town of Legaspi

Prof. Carl N. Taylor, who climbed this volcano about 10 years ago, said that from its peak he enjoyed magnificent views of surrounding seas and distant islands, including Samar and Leyte. The earth about the crater shook beneath him. Brush was so thick on some slopes that his party had to cut its way with bolos and suffered greatly from lack of water. Luzon has two well-known active volcanoes, Mayon and Taal. The latter’s eruptions have caused enormous devastation.
Toylike Houses with Thatched Roofs Form the Old, Native Igorot Section of Bontoc, Capital of Mountain Province

Children gaze from the edge of the city reservoir. Modern Bontoc, not visible, has government buildings, stores, and modern houses. Close study of the picture shows these houses standing on man-made terraces. Irrigated rice fields are seen in background. Despite chill mountain air, many Igorots go partly naked, and like dog meat. Igorots are very industrious, and thousands are employed in peacetime in the gold mines of Mountain Province.
Frederick Simpich (Left), Hunting with a Negrito

That big bow the native holds was so long he had to stand on his tip toe to shoot it. When a deer was killed, he ate its entrails raw (p. 319). Philippine population more than doubled during the American occupation.

on the prisoner-exchange ship, the Swedish Gripsholm. But they don’t talk much. They’re afraid that, if they do, the Japs will hear about it and make prison life even more horrible for those abused, starving Americans still held in Jap prisons in the Far East.

Little Is Known about Internees on Luzon

We know, through the Red Cross, that most American soldiers captured in the Philippines have been sent north, to Japan and possibly to Manchuria or to Formosa. Lt. Gen. Jonathan M. (“Skinny”) Wainwright, who stuck by his men on Bataan, was last reported held on Formosa.* Imagine the thoughts of this brave American general and his companions as they look up into the sky during an American Army or Navy raid on Formosa and see all those Yankee planes overhead—all so near and yet so far! How they must rejoice, secretly, when they hear an awful blast from Manila’s Holy Ghost Convent and Hospicio de San José, in Sulphur Springs Hotel, and at a Y.M.C.A. and other buildings in Los Baños.

I talked with Dr. Harry Kneedler and many other Americans who had been interned at Santo Tomás Camp. It covers about 50 acres. Internees live in University buildings and in some 600 huts built on the campus. Though husbands and wives may not occupy the same quarters, they may visit in certain huts which prisoners have dubbed “love nests.”

Food is mostly rice, fruit, and vegetables, plus what prisoners may buy through faithful old Filipino servants or through camp committees of older Americans who are permitted to leave the stockade and go to market.

More Americans are known to be confined in Camp Holmes, near the summer capital of Baguio.

These are the long-imprisoned whites our soldiers will set free, when they drive out the enemy Japs and hand back to President Osmeña his delectable isle of Luzon, the 7,082 other islands, and their millions of Americanized Filipinos, so long enslaved.

Of these loyal Filipinos, it can be said that our colonial rule has bred freedom-loving, self-reliant folk. That’s why the Filipinos started the great underground movement and gave their lives in guerrilla jungle fights; they want to get back to that democratic way of life we taught them. They don’t want to live like Japs.

General MacArthur, then Field Marshal of the Philippine Army, told me that his highly trained Filipinos were born soldiers. They proved that; they died bravely beside American infantrymen on Bataan. The thousands now enlisted in the American Army prove again their loyalty to us (page 320).

These are the people who, after they get their complete independence, want to continue trading with us. They want to sell us their sugar, coconut oil, hemp, and tobacco. They hope that the commission of nine Americans and nine Filipinos set up to study this question will not interfere too much with our former flourishing trade relations by loading on too many high customs duties (page 305).

More immediate, however, is President Osmeña’s task of healing the grievous economic and social wounds his country suffered under the Japanese. Fishing craft and interisland shipping, now almost wiped out, must be rebuilt. Farm machinery is worn out, and many carabao work animals have been killed for meat.

Plantations that grow sugar, rice, coconuts, and hemp must be restored as quickly as possible. Most cash came from these.

But this is a young man’s country, of vast natural wealth and infinite recuperative powers.

Significantly, a number of American sailors and soldiers who’ve seen Pacific service are already writing letters to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce at Washington. Later, young veterans of the Philippine campaign will want to know about postwar chances for mining, starting a plantation, or going into business in the Philippines.

Thus history will repeat itself. Most Americans prominent in Philippine business life when this war began were Spanish-American War veterans (and their ranks were getting thin by 1941!) who cast their lot years ago with the rich, fertile Philippines.
Uncle Sam himself will spend uncounted millions and hire armies of workers, ranging from engineers to pick-and-shovel men, on his new bases. Their building may take years, and Manila will swarm with contractors.

You can look at the big Philippine map, with its vast valleys, their hillsides for underground hangars, and spacious harbors for docks and anchorages, and figure for yourself where at least some of these public works may take shape.

Indisputably, inevitably, the Philippines are linked again with the United States. When these enormous works get started, Uncle Sam will stage another construction drama as spectacular as the digging of the Panama Canal.

One can imagine even the wild men, Igorot, Ifugao, Kalinga, and Ilibao, trooping down from the mountains and ditching their head axes for picks and shovels.

Then we shall have a chain of defensive outposts—Hawaii, Wake, Guam, Saipan, the Philippines, possibly Manus in the Admiralty Islands—stretching 7,000 miles across the Pacific.

All this when the Japs are driven out. Then, said soft-spoken, partly Chinese President Osmeña in a radio speech from Leyte, “We shall be redeemed from slavery. As a crowning glory to Philippine-American collaboration, we shall become a full member of the concert of independent nations.”
Heroes’ Return

By William H. Nicholas

FROM Charleston’s Battery at dawn one cold winter day, I could see in the harbor a huge red cross, aglow with electric lights. The cross beamed from the smokestack of a ship which lay still in the rippling waters. More lights twinkled here and there from bow to stern, dimly outlining her hull in the semidarkness.

She was the U. S. Army hospital ship Saint Mihiel, back from Europe with a precious cargo of 493 wounded American soldiers. Late the night before she had slipped into the harbor and was waiting for daylight to push seven miles up the Cooper River to the docks of the Charleston Port of Embarkation.

Through the courtesy of Brig. Gen. James T. Duke, commanding officer of the Port, I had received permission to join the boarding party of Army Transportation Corps and Medical Corps officers about to put off from a wharf close to the Battery.

The sun silhouetted Fort Sumter to the east as we drew alongside the Saint Mihiel in an Army tug. Despite the cold, heads of GI joes bobbed from the portholes. A few more hardly “walking” patients, fully dressed at that early hour in eager anticipation of home-coming, leaned over the rail to josh the tugboat crew and give unsolicited and unprofessional advice on tying alongside.

From the Battery the ship had seemed almost deserted. Once aboard, I found every ward was humming. Each patient had eaten his breakfast, stowed his treasured souvenirs and other meager possessions in soldier kits and small boxes, and was waiting expectantly.

“Wisecracks” Ring in the Wards

Walking patients moved around, elbowing for room to peer out at the Battery, now fully visible in the broad light of day. Those to be carried from the ship on litters lay on their bunks and “wisecracked.” All were in high good humor.

With Capt. Elizabeth MacDonald of the WAC I walked into a ward and instantly discovered that no introduction was necessary to strike up conversations with these GI’s.

“Where are you from?” I asked a lad on a lower bunk far removed from portholes, who was quietly awaiting the time to leave ship and see the United States again.

“Pennsylvania,” he answered with a grin.

“York, Reading, or Lancaster?” You couldn’t fool a fellow Pennsylvania Dutchman with that pronunciation.

“Reading,” he replied, grinning even more broadly.

“What’s your home town?” the WAC captain asked another, grotesque in his casts and bandages.

“Belfast, Maine,” he replied.

“Why, I’ve been in Belfast lots of times,” said the captain. “Used to buy antiques there.”

“Belfast ships antiques everywhere,” he answered proudly.

“Sure,” yelped a comrade from an adjoining bunk. “That’s where we got him.”

Every ward has at least one such GI clown or comedian, sometimes two, sometimes half a dozen. Unknowingly and naturally they are the morale builders of the wards, who keep spirits from drooping and make everyone laugh at his troubles.

The most serious cases imaginable come in for their share of joshing and thrive on it.

Has a lad lost both feet? Then the ward comedians diagnose his ailments as “athlete’s foot,” and even the subject of the jest has a lot of fun over it.

Is that boy’s leg in a cast because he stepped on a land mine? “Why didncha look where you was goin’, soldier? Be more careful next time.”

In the next ward I encountered half a dozen paratroopers, some pretty badly used up, some merely bothered with casts. All were cheerful and enjoyed a veteran’s privilege of reminiscing.

“We were at Nijmegen,” a tough little lad from Brooklyn, all neatly done up in casts, told me. “One company of us held a bridgehead three days, waiting for the tanks to come up. Wish Patton had been bringin’ them tanks up. He’d been there on time if he’d only had a half-track left when he got there.”

“He sure would,” echoed another.

“I was in Patton’s Army,” called a Kansas City boy from a near-by bunk.

“So was I,” shouted another two rows away. “He’s O. K. ‘Old Blood and Guts.’ Our blood and his guts.” There was a murmur of admiring approval.

Wallet Saves GI’s Life

Every GI has a story to tell, but if it concerns personal bravery, you usually can’t pry it from the soldier involved. You have to get it piecemeal from his buddies. One of the most thrilling tales told on this cruise of the Saint Mihiel was about a lad from Dearborn,
Michigan. He was walking proudly through the ward on crutches, and it was only a matter of time until he would be in good shape once more (page 340).

He neared the WAC captain and me.

"Show 'em your wallet," a GI urged. So Sgt. Don Schlaff did. This is the story of the wallet:

Don enlisted 10 months before Pearl Harbor and was in Iceland when the United States declared war, but he did not get to France until June 13, a week after D Day. He was in command of a trench mortar squad of six men.

On July 27 he and his men found themselves in the front lines outside a Normandy village ten miles from Caen. Another Yank trench mortar squad was about 25 yards away, across a hedgerow. They were blasting at the Nazis at close quarters and the Nazis were hitting back.

Suddenly the German barrage ceased, indicating that a counterattack was in the making. Don checked his ammunition and found he had only seven rounds left. About that time, the sergeant in charge of the other squad called to him and advised that he was entirely out of shells. So the two met at the hedgerow to discuss what action they should take. Almost immediately an 88-mm. shell landed in the ditch where Don's squad was located, killing every other member.

A flying piece of shrapnel cut an angry gash in Don's left arm. Its course led straight toward his heart, but it encountered the leather wallet in his breast pocket. The steel sliver
plucked the leather and cut the cellophane wrapping on a Sacred Heart religious emblem inside, but did not pierce the emblem. Then it cut back out of the wallet, shattered a pair of field glasses the boy was carrying, and tore across his right forearm.

At about the same instant another piece of shrapnel struck him in the right leg, causing a compound fracture. He dropped to the ground, bleeding profusely, and tried painfully to stop the flow.

While he was thus engaged, the Germans attacked. Two SS troopers came upon the group and rifled the bodies of the dead soldiers. They also took from Don a jeweled cigarette case and a valuable watch, a present from his father, but left the wallet.

Later a German company aid man devoted a few moments to binding up the boy's wounds, but soon left him without applying a tourniquet. He lay there for 17 hours while the fighting veered back and forth. Finally, our own "medics" found him, just in time to save his life.*

A few weeks later, back in a hospital, Don began to take an interest in life again. He found there was a shortage of toilet articles in his ward; so he wrote to another sergeant in his outfit, asking him to try to find his personal possessions and send them to him.

A week later a box arrived. He opened it and found not only his toilet articles and other possessions, but the missing watch, too. A letter from his buddy informed him that a few hours after he was wounded, a platoon from his company had captured a very Germans who had rifled the bodies of the soldiers in Don's squad and had recovered the valuables, along with Don's watch. The jeweled cigarette case had not been found.

Don showed me the shrapnel-torn wallet and the small religious medal, with its torn cellophane wrapper.

"It's a Beautiful Country"

While the captain and I were talking to the boys in the wards, the Saint Mikkel began to move up the Cooper River.† At length we went on deck and found most of the walking patients along the rails, for the sun was shining brightly now and the chill of early morning was disappearing.

"It's a beautiful country, isn't it?" remarked one GI wistfully to a buddy, although about all he could see was a row of busy docks.

* See "Healing Arts in Global War," by Albert W. Atwood, in the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE, November, 1943.
Bedecked with Flags, the Blanche F. Sigman Joins America’s “Mercy Fleet” at Charleston Port of Embarkation

First Liberty vessel to be converted into an Army hospital ship, she is named after Lieutenant Sigman, Army nurse, who with her colleague, Lt. Carrie Shweets, was killed when a Nazi plane bombed their hospital on the Anzio beachhead. They were the first Army nurses to die of enemy action in this war. Our hospital ships, easily identified by a wide green band painted around the hull and an illuminated Red Cross on the smokestack, sail across the Atlantic unescorted, with all lights burning.
U.S. Navy Casualties from Normandy Invasion Waters Dismarch at Charleston

Some were wounded while on active duty in Cherbourg. They have returned on an Army hospital ship, the 

"Korea," going aboard are Medical Corpsmen who will treat "walking" patients (page 360). The Navy hospital ship "Reina" brought back many soldiers who were wounded on the Normandy coast.
Autographs of This Army Nurse Are Prized War Mementos

Second Lt. Bonita Gelber, of Los Angeles, inscribes copies of the Saint Olaf's ship paper for two of her patients, Pfc. Alvin N. Galtman, fellow Californian, and Sg.t. Myron N. Ranney, right, paratrooper from Sheldon, North Dakota. Medical Corpsmen and crew members on Army hospital ships publish mimeographed daily newspapers for their patients (page 349).

cranes, derricks, and tugs. His friend could think of no response. He just kept on looking.

Soon the Port of Embarkation docks came into view. Then, a little later, faint snatches of music could be heard. The Joes on deck listened attentively. As the ship drew nearer it became unmistakably evident that they were hearing "Stars and Stripes Forever."

"Oh, boy!" shouted a GI. "It's a band!"

As a matter of fact, there were two bands, the 381st and 711th Army Bands. The famous WAC band from Stark General Hospital also participates in these greetings (page 344).

The hospital ships have been coming to Charleston since November, 1943, and up to January 12, 1945, had brought home 34,396 patients. Every time one docks it is a new story, not only to the GI's immediately affected but to everyone else.

"Something about this terrible anxiety to get home is transmitted from the men to everyone connected with the ships and their evacuation," Captain MacDonald told me, and I was soon to see this for myself.

The dock was a scene of orderly activity. The band swung into "Roll Out the Barrel." Down the street, stepping smartly, came two platoons of Negro litter bearers, on their way to the litters neatly stacked behind the bandstand. Over at one side stood the ambulances and buses, each driven by a WAC, waiting their turn to line up near the gangplanks.

Near the edge of the dock a small derrick stood by to lift the gangplanks up to the ship.

Now all the rails on the land side of the ship were crowded with boys. Heads stuck from every porthole. Slowly the Saint Mikael drew alongside and was made fast. Up went the gangplanks and soon they were secured.

General Duke boarded the ship. With him as guests were Rear Admiral Jules James,
Signature Swapping by Nurses and Patients Keeps Alive Shipboard Friendships

Soon litter bearers will enter this ward of the hospital ship Wisteria to take the boys ashore. Many litter patients could walk down the gangplank, but their casts and bandages make donning of uniforms impracticable. Best way to keep them warm en route to Stark General Hospital is between blankets on a litter (page 334).
commandant of the Sixth Naval District, which includes the Charleston Navy Yard; the Governor of Georgia, Ellis Arnall; and Mrs. Duke and Mrs. Arnall.

No time was lost in removing the boys. From the moment the boarding party reached the ship, the medical officers had been tagging the patients. Surgical cases wore blue tags; medical cases, red; and neuropsychiatric cases, green.

First to land were a half-dozen litter patients who were seriously ill and needed immediate hospital attention. They were placed in special ambulances and whisked off to Stark General Hospital three miles away. This hospital also was the destination of all the other patients. From there they are sent to hospitals equipped to supply the specialized treatment necessary to recovery. Efforts are made to place them as near their homes as possible, but placement, of course, depends entirely on availability of treatment.

Hold That Soldier Kit!

By the time the emergency cases have been removed, the first man in a file of walking patients has reached the gangplank. His soldier kit and other meager belongings are handed to an escort, who carries them down the gangplank, follows him to his bus, and then puts his possessions back into his hands.

Our wounded GI's demand very little. Only clothes the walking patients have when they leave ship are the uniforms they are wearing. Litter patients have only pajamas. They care nothing about this. Aren't they going to get whole new issues of clothing at the hospital?

But look out for those soldier kits. Within them are those all-important souvenirs GI Joe is taking home to the folks. Also within them are little articles, Testaments, all sorts
of items sent to him by Mom, or Dad, or his sweetheart, maybe.

Joe has learned that this is a big army and even a general’s baggage can go astray. So he is taking no chances and, at the Charleston Port of Embarkation, General Duke backs him up. It’s a cardinal sin to let a man get separated from his personal effects there.

That is why the escort trails his patient down the gangplank. For when the GI finally steps on the Charleston dock (and sometimes he pauses to pat the concrete or even kneels to kiss it), he is directed to one of three busses, depending on whether his ticket is blue, green, or red. If the escort goes ahead of him, he may wander to the wrong bus, but if he trails him, that valuable soldier kit is sure to be restored to its rightful owner.

While the walking patients are disembarking to the tune of “There’ll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight” and other stirring old-time favorites, the litter bearers are entering by the second gangplank and preparing to remove the boys who cannot walk.

Then abruptly the band stops. In the sudden hush, a handful of mental cases leave the ship. All the other wearers of green tags have departed to the tune of martial music. Some have had the run of the ship throughout the voyage home. Battle fatigue, constant exposure to shellfire and bombing, and all the other horrors of modern warfare have affected their stability, but a large proportion will “snap out of it” and completely recover.

No More Room for Service Stripes, George A. ("Pop") Sheridan Comes Home

Star-spangled ribbons on his chest cover service in World Wars I and II and in the Mexican Border Patrol. On his sleeve, from top to bottom, are Army Service Forces insignia, staff sergeant’s chevrons, three inverted chevrons for one and one-half years’ overseas service in the first World War, six bars for three years’ overseas service in the present war, and service stripes representing 27 years in the Army. If regulations did not forbid, and if there were room, he could wear more service stripes for 14 years in the National Guard. "Pop," a patient aboard the Chateau Thierry, comes from Pittsburgh.

Upon the nervous systems of a few, war has been much harsher. For them hand music upon their home-coming would be too much of a strain. Down the gangplank they come, silently, an escort on either side. Into a bus they clamber, and they are driven away. The band begins to play again.

To the tune of "Ciribiribin" the procession of litter patients begins. No matter how seriously injured a boy may be—and some of them are hurt terribly—each promptly
Army Ambulances, Driven by WACS, Wait Their Turn for Patients as the Chateau Thierry Docks at Charleston

Less than two hours after an Army hospital ship ties up at the Port of Embarkation, all the patients aboard have been evacuated and are en route to Stark General Hospital, three miles away. Ships of Uncle Sam’s “mercy fleet” have carried from 285 to 790 patients on their trips from Europe.
These Army Nurses Care for Wounded GI’s Homeward Bound Aboard the U. S. Army Hospital Ship "Blanche F. Scribner"

Here the nurses turn out to help dedicate the new addition to Uncle Sam's "nursery fleet" (page 338). Today 11,000 Army and Navy nurses are in service at home and abroad, but 25,000 more are needed to care adequately for American casualties. With the nurses is Mrs. W. G. Crook, of Norwalk, Ohio, aunt of Lieutenant Scribner.
WACS "Strike Up the Band" When Wounded Soldiers Descend the Gangplank to American Soil at Charleston

The WAC musicians from Stark General Hospital, led by Warrant Officer Florence A. Love, supplement the music of two Port of Embarkation bands in greeting GI's when hospital ships dock (page 338). The WACS have four other bands—two at Des Moines, Iowa, one at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia, and one at Fort Hamilton, Brooklyn, New York. The Chateau Thierry in background is one of 19 hospital ships operated by the Army Transportation Corps. Home port for 17 of them is Charleston; for the others, Los Angeles. Some are new Liberty ships, others prewar freighters and Army transports, all converted into modern floating hospitals.
He Destroyed Two Nazi Machine Gun Nests Singlehanded

So Staff Sgt. Albert S. Hudgins brings back a Silver Star for gallantry in action in the face of the enemy. Here aboard the Army hospital ship Saint Olaf he looks forward to returning to his San Antonio, Texas, home as soon as possible. Awaiting him is a seven-months-old daughter he has never seen.

This Soldier Built Ship Models to Pass the Time at Sea

Wounded in one leg when a German 88-mm. shell came through the side of his tank at Anzio, Staff Sgt. James J. Telichman, of Novelty, Ohio, is a patient aboard the Army hospital ship Thistle. Fellow patients, Army nurses, and doctors autographed the sails of the four-masted schooner in his right hand.
Infantry, Armored, Airborne, and Air Forces Officers Earn a Trip Home

Heroes' Return

A Red Cross Assistant Field Director Aboard the Wisteria Turns Newsboy

Miss Joan Peterson, of Minnesota, Minnesota, hands a copy of the hospital ship's paper, the Salt Shaker, to Pfc. Gabriel S. Garcia, of Stafford, Texas. Reading his copy in the lower berth is Pfc. Ivan Walkh, of Mobridge, South Dakota. Aboard each Army hospital ship is a Red Cross representative (page 348).

raises his head to look about and grin broadly as he sees America once more.

particularly gentle and careful are the Negro bearers. Four men to a litter, they descend the steep gangplank warily, keeping the litter perfectly level. Seven ambulances are drawn up in a line. Four patients are placed in each for the three-mile journey to the hospital. As one ambulance is filled, its WAC driver pulls away and another takes its place.

A Red Cross "Handout"

There is one welcome interruption of the procession as it leaves the dock. A hundred yards from the gangplank each bus and ambulance stops at a Red Cross hut, where the patients are treated to doughnuts and milk. Experience has taught that, despite the eagerness of the boys to be on their homeward way from the moment the ship leaves its European port, this halt for refreshments is welcome. It is, of course, definite proof to the boys that they are really back in the States.

The Red Cross "handout" gives them a little further boost in morale. Members of Charleston's Red Cross Chapter man the hut. The luncheon also fills a little gap between meals.

The time of debarkation is based on two factors. First, evacuation of the ship must start soon after a meal, so that the last boy off the ship gets to the hospital in ample time for his next meal. No one goes hungry while leaving ship.

Second, evacuation must be timed so that the procession of buses and ambulances will not encounter Charleston's rush-hour traffic, when 35,000 war workers are driving madly between their homes and their jobs.

When one of the first hospital ships docked at Charleston, the train of wounded did encounter rush-hour traffic, and a bus bearing
a group of patients was damaged in collision with a truck. Attendants lined the patients up on the sidewalk to await another bus. Suddenly two Navy seaplanes passed over the scene. Instinctively, and without warning, every patient flung himself into a near-by ditch for shelter from an imagined attack from the air.

From that day on, debarkation schedules have been adjusted to avoid any such disturbing incident.

While the litter patients were being removed, I went back onto the ship and talked to Miss Norma Alice Thompson, Red Cross Assistant Field Director assigned to the Saint Mihiel. Miss Thompson had just completed her tenth crossing of the Atlantic in this capacity. She was very busy at the moment, sewing a hook and eye on a soldier's uniform, finishing touch to make him spick-and-span when he went ashore.

During this crossing, she had arranged symphony concerts which were broadcast to all wards. Before the concerts, mimeographed sheets containing descriptions of the works to be played and brief sketches of the composers were distributed to all patients. One typical concert included Franck's Symphony in D Minor; Beethoven's "Ode to Joy" from the Ninth Symphony; selections from Richard Strauss's "Der Rosenkavalier"; and Ravel's "Bolero."

Another event in which scores of patients participated was an art exhibit. The prize winners were sketches of exceptional artistic merit.

To learn more about routine aboard ship during crossings, I visited another hospital ship, the Chateau Thierry, which had arrived the day before and had discharged all its patients. Here I could chat with the head nurse and the chaplain at some length, an impossibility on the Saint Mihiel where everyone was thoroughly occupied with the unloading.

Milk and "Eggs with Shells On"
Captivate Patients

Although she understands myriad things about wounded doughboys, Capt. Ruth B. Anderson, the head nurse, still marvels at their capacity for milk and eggs.

"The first three days the boys are aboard ship," she said, "they just can't drink enough milk. Some of them haven't had fresh milk for more than a year, and they want to drink it almost continuously. We stock up our refrigerators when we leave the States and freeze the milk to keep it sweet until we start back from Europe. Then the boys go after it by the gallon."

"Eggs with shells on" are another wonder for the boys, who have been limited to the use of powdered eggs for many months. About the fourth day at sea their appetites begin to taper off slightly, but still they eat enormous quantities of food all the way home. It is not uncommon for them to gain from eight to ten pounds while aboard ship."

Captain Anderson and the 33 other Army nurses aboard the Chateau Thierry were unanimous in praising the spirit of the wounded American soldier. But the patients were just as emphatic in expressing their approval of the nurses.

"They couldn't do enough for us," one sergeant told me. "If a GI wanted a roast-beef sandwich at 3 o'clock in the morning, all he had to do was to ask for it. The nurses seemed to work 24 hours a day during the crossing."

Medical Department enlisted personnel also are a vital factor in keeping the patients contented and well on their way across the ocean. Usually, in addition to 20 or 25 Medical Department officers—physicians, surgeons, psychiatrists, dentists—there are between 125 and 150 enlisted medics aboard.

The masters and crews of the Army hospital ships are men of the Merchant Marine, employed in Civil Service status by the Transportation Corps. The Medical Department, working hand in glove with the Transportation Corps, makes available the medical personnel, officer and enlisted, and the nurses. The Chief Surgeon aboard one of the mercy vessels always is the hospital ship commander. All personnel is under the commanding general of the home port.

In addition to their regular duties, the medics and Merchant Marine crewmen—everybody aboard, in fact—contribute to the entertainment of the patients. Very often such contributions are made in the "off time" allotted to such personnel. But they love it.

The Special Services officer, whether he is chaplain or a Medical Department officer, finds plenty of assistance among the enlisted medics and the crew. They take care of motion pictures, showing them in the wards on a translucent screen set up in a central location. The picture can be seen from either side of the screen, and every patient thus gets a good view from his own bunk.

Enlisted men with musical talent, augmented sometimes by crew members, form strolling troupes, which pass through the wards playing and singing. Sometimes talented patients, who before the war belonged to symphony orchestras, dance bands, etc., or who
were amateur or professional entertainers, swell the ranks of the "strolling players."

The medics, or other groups aboard the ships, also publish a daily paper for the patients, printing late war bulletins, "scuttle butt," wisecracks, and GI banter.

Each ship has aboard a dietitian, whose attention is directed to a few patients needing special diets. Second Lt. Margaret C. Fogarty, the Chateau Thierry's dietitian, added to her duties on a recent trip the planning of a special all-American dinner for patients on the evening before the ship docked at Charleston.

The menu included Florida fruit cocktail, roast Vermont turkey, Virginia ham, mashed Georgia yams, baked Idaho potatoes, Hawaiian pineapple, and gallons of fresh milk.

Capt. Edward J. McTague, the Chateau Thierry's chaplain, was enthusiastic over an altar, adaptable to Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish services, which the crew had built for him on this trip in one end of their mess hall.

"It is a great convenience aboard ship," said he. "When you try to conduct a service on deck in rough weather, you often find your chaplain skidding one way, the service skidding another, and the congregation ducking."

Uncle Sam's Mercy Fleet

The Saint Mihiel and the Chateau Thierry are part of a mercy fleet of seventeen hospital ships which bring wounded soldiers, and sometimes sailors, into their "home port" of Charleston. Five others are operating in the
Twice Pvt. Mark R. Gadd, of New York, Received the Bronze Star for Gallantry
The 20-year-old "veteran" impatiently waits for litter bearers to remove him from the Shamrock.

Firsthand News for His Home Folks in Waycross, Georgia
Sgt. James E. Smith, who fought in General Patton's Third Army in France, talks with WAC Capt. Elizabeth MacDonald at Charleston. Injured by a German burp gun (Schmeisser machine pistol, similar to our Tommy gun), he is waiting his turn to disembark from the Saint Olaf. Cartoons enliven his bandages.
Heroes’ Return

Pacific, with the Los Angeles Port of Embarkation their home port.

These ships are floating hospitals with equipment and medical staffs matched only by the most modern land hospitals. They are outfitted with modern operating, X-ray, laboratory, dental, and dressing-station rooms; recreation rooms; bakeries, pantries, diet kitchens, and vegetable and butcher shops.

Huge freezing units are stocked with milk and eggs, and also with tons of fresh meat and hundreds of gallons of ice cream.

Large vacuum systems ensure circulation of cool or warm air. Lifeboats are especially designed to permit easy, speedy, and safe launching.

Our hospital ships, painted white with a 5-foot green band running around the hull, sail with lights burning at night. There are no weapons aboard. They are recognized by friend and foe, in effect, as neutrals and are protected by civilized nations at war.

The first ship converted to hospital use in this war was the Acadia, of the Eastern Steamship Lines, on April 28, 1943. Her name has been retained by the Army.

The Saint Mihiel is a former U. S. Army troop transport, which had been in service since 1920. The 8,000-ton vessel, 437 feet long, joined the hospital fleet in May, 1944. The Chateau Thierry also is an ex-Army troop transport.

Others are former de luxe passenger liners, such as the Emily H. M. Weder, formerly the American President Lines’ President Buchanan. Still others are new Liberty ships.

“My Hair Has Been Standing Up Like That Ever Since They Got Me”

That’s how this 24-year-old paratrooper, Pfc. James R. Myllett, of Peoria, Illinois, preferred to explain his unruly locks. He was wounded on invasion-day morning, when he landed in the camouflaged bivouac area of the 704th German coastal defense division in Normandy, and underwent two operations in German Army hospitals. A German medical officer amputated his left leg below the knee. An “A-1” job, American Army doctors called it. Here in his bunk aboard the Wisteria, the boy holds a panel from a German paratrooper’s white chute and a strip of his own mottled American silk.

The Jarrett M. Huddleston is named for Colonel Huddleston, of the Army Medical Corps, who was killed in action in Italy in 1944.

The Blanche F. Sigman is named for one of the first two U. S. Army nurses to die of enemy action in this war (page 336). Lieutenant Sigman also met her death in Italy.

The Larkspur once was the Breslau, a German Navy tender ceded to the United States after the first World War and used until the outbreak of present hostilities as a freighter.
Two new Army hospital ships soon will be added to the Army Transportation Corps fleet. Five troopships also are being converted into new ambulance-type hospital ships.

Five hospital ships are operated by the United States Navy—the prewar Relief, the Samaritan, Refuge, Solace, and Bountiful. Six more, 15,000-ton new Haven-class hospital ships, will be added during 1945. The first of these, the Tranquillity, was commissioned in February.

Patients’ Roster Radioed to U. S.

Getting wounded soldiers from hospitals abroad to hospitals in this country is the job of the Army Transportation Corps, commanded by Maj. Gen. Charles P. Gross. To do it rapidly, efficiently, and in the best interests of the patients requires a tremendous amount of detail work.

Twenty-four hours after a hospital ship has left a European port, plans for its reception begin. Medical classification of each patient is radioed to the Charleston Port of Embarkation. Also included are rank or grade, name, serial number, military occupational specialty, and arm of service of each man.

Specific plans for each individual soldier’s care thus can be completed before the ship docks.

Only through experience can such plans operate smoothly. When the Acadia first docked at Charleston Port of Embarkation, the Port authorities were happy to be able to evacuate her in five hours. Today a hospital ship is completely evacuated in from one and a half to two hours.

General Duke, whose distinguished Army career goes back nearly 30 years, has been in command at Charleston Port of Embarkation since June 29, 1942. Ever since it became the home port for the hospital ships, the commander and his staff have sought to improve evacuation methods. They are equally anxious to continue improvement of service on the hospital ships.

To this end, they invite criticisms and suggestions from the returning wounded. These are carefully studied and in many instances have resulted in better service.

“There is one goal, however,” General Duke told me, “that we will never attain. We never will be able to get the boys home fast enough. If we could cut the whole trip from the European hospital to their home firesides down to two days, it would still seem too long to them. But we do try to shorten that trip in every possible way, and we try to make it as pleasant as possible.”

General Duke’s insistence on criticism and suggestions, however, has had another result not anticipated. Instead of criticizing the attention which they have received on their homeward voyage, virtually all the wounded soldiers write letters of praise and thanks.

Frequently one man in a ward will be selected to write such a letter to the commanding medical officer on the ship, and then every man in the ward will sign his name. Often an individual soldier, impressed by the care and attention he has received, will write his own personal letter of thanks.

Homely Thanks from Private Hensley

Some of these are beautifully phrased; others are drawn almost in the form of resolutions. But none better conveys the heartfelt sentiments of the patients than a homely letter which Lt. Col. Boen Swinny, medical officer in command of the Saint Mihiel, received from one of his patients, a boy from Knox County, Kentucky. It was written by Pfc. J. H. Hensley, who was a litter patient with a fractured foot. The letter follows:

Dear Frends:

Just a few lines to say how much I rely thank you all for the good care and I thank the chaplain for the nice words and the sweet prairs that He brought to us each morning. And I want to thank the cooks for the good mess the have repaired for us all and my bes wish to them all.

And I want to thank the ship comander for the nice words he has spoke and the nice things He has don for us all. My bis wish for him and the ship pilout, I want to thank the ward boys for the times they have wated on me and the good things the have don for me.

My best wishes for them all and I want to thank all of the Doctors and M.D. for ther nice care the have give me. My bes wish. And I want to say that I rely prehsate my sweet and kind nurses for the times the wated on me and the things the have don for me, my best wishes for them and may God Bless them all.

And I want to thank the specal service and the Red Cross for the things the have gave me, my best wishes to them all.

From your truly

PFC J. H. Hensley
35706243
Elys, Ky
Knox County
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U. S. S. *Missouri* in Battle Dress Gets Under Way to Meet the Japs

Like a lady's flat hat, a gun tub perches saucily on her high-set bow. Fourth of the Navy's biggest, newest battleships of the *Iowa* class, she bristles with antiaircraft and 16-inch guns. When a "battle wagon" lets go at enemy planes, she becomes a mammoth Fourth of July "flowerpot," spouting flames, tracers, shells, and smoke with a terrifying roar. With top speed of 30 knots, she can cruise with carriers, giving antiaircraft and surface protection. *Missouri*'s upswept prow throws off spray and waves, making gunnery efficient even in rough head seas. Rarely, she buries her bow in a wave, flooding forward "bathtubs," as gunners call splinter shields.
From the Bridge, the *Missouri*’s Brains and Eyes Constantly Search for the Enemy

Any Navy man can spot the captain by his keen look and confident air and the officer of the deck with his ever-present binoculars. Behind splinter steel these two direct the colossal ship by the yeoman talker (center) and electric controls, like the nerve system of a human. Note windshield wipers and 3-inch AA guns.

“Hooking On!”—A Scout Plane Nestles to the Mother Ship after Spotting Gunfire

Swiftly, lest plane be dashed against ship, radioman connects the hook to a lifting bridle, the crane whisks the plane overside. To protect fragile wings, men turn the plane with guys, push it off with a pole.
As the Missouri Turns, Her Kingfisher Lands in the Slick, Taxies to Her Side

Even in heavy seas, a battleship can pick up her scout planes at high speed by swinging across the wind and making a lee with smooth water for the planes to land on. Perched on the catapult, a signalman with flags guides the pilot. In the foreground, snug against 20-mm. AA gun tubs, hang new-type float-net life rafts. Beside the catapult nest doughnut life rafts. Battleships in wartime carry no lifeboats.
One of the Most Extraordinary Color Photographs Ever Taken—Six 16-inch Shells Caught as They Fly Through the Air

With a tremendous flash, Missouri’s two forward turrets let go at the far-distant target. To prevent the one-ton shells from “kissing” (interfering with) each other, the guns are not fired at exactly the same instant; hence the regularly spaced interval between the shells. Here the ship uses smokeless powder. At night, when smoke is no telltale, she expends flashless powder. Blast churns the water in front of the guns. If the after turret were firing, the crew would strike, or lower, the crane.
Six Tugs Puff and Groan as They Wind the Missouri, Turning Her in a Narrow Channel

At quarters, Marines and sailors are drawn up on the long “plowshare” bow, which distinguishes the Iowa-class battleships and gives them high speed. One big turret with its three 16-inch, 66-foot-long rifles, heavy armor plating, barbette, and machinery weighs more than a destroyer. Each gun can fire a one-ton shell 20 miles.
Next Time *Missouri* Anchors, "Her Hook May Be Frozen in the Hawsepipe"

So self-sufficient are such big ships that they can remain at sea as long as three months without putting into port for fuel, food, and ammunition. In fact, the sailors' saying about the anchor, here being hosed and housed after weighing, often comes true; it sticks in the hawsepipe from rust and salt spray. The smooth flow and easy entrance of the bow is shown clearly in this unusual view.
Here the Navigator Tracks the Ship's Course and Plots Her Position

On the bulkhead (upper left) a dead-reckoning recorder indicates latitude and longitude, figured automatically from the ship's speed and her gyrocompass course. As errors occur, because of currents and drift, the navigator corrects them with his "fixes," worked out from shooting the sun, stars, or landmarks.

A Battleship's Library May Contain 2,000 Books, in the Chaplain's Charge

Libraries are kept up-to-date by monthly shipments. A glassless porthole is permitted in this cabin in the superstructure, which need not be watertight. The port is dogged (clamped) light-tight at night.
If This Metal Piano Got Loose in a Storm, It Would Become a Wild, Butting Ram

Pianos are morale boosters for the seamen on long cruises. Helmets are kept ever ready in racks all over the ship. These are painted red to identify damage-control men who stop leaks and fight fires.

Sick Bay Can Handle Twoscore Stretcher Patients

The primary purpose of the ship's hospital is to care for routine sicknesses and injuries of crewmen. In battle, large crew living spaces with tiers of bunks are converted into temporary sick bays. Several emergency operating rooms are provided in different parts of the ship. Patient at right receives heat therapy.
A City Learns to Smile Again

By Maj. Frederick G. Vosburgh, AC *

SLOWLY, heart-warmingly, before our eyes, a city is coming back to life after years under the German jack boot. It is like a hearty wild flower, bent but not crushed by a careless heel.

After the first wave of hysteria with which Nancy, hub of the Lorraine region, welcomed the liberating Americans, it became apparent that this was a city which had forgotten how to smile. Dreary years under Nazi rule leave marks which cannot be erased in a day.

If for four years, day in, day out, you had been walking your streets with sober dignity in the presence of the conqueror, never smiling nor chatting lightly with the enemy, then you could not, in a single day, learn to walk with laughter again.

We have been here for many weeks, and now, suddenly, I am aware of a change. Doubtless it has been going on all the time, too slowly to be perceptible unless one looked back to a few weeks ago. It is not one thing, but the sum of many.

Omens of Normal Living

A small boy clattering along on wooden-soled shoes, his bare knees purple in the cold, hails an American soldier with a bright "Hello" or "Goodbye"—they sometimes get the two mixed. He shakes hands in the formal French manner, finds a stick of gum in the soldier’s big palm, shakes hands again, exclaims "Merci!" (Pages 366, 381.) And he goes his way with jaws beartifically moving, like those of our gum chums in England of old.†

A storekeeper puts hand-carved toy jeeps in his window and sells them all before he even has time to raise the price. I doubt that anybody ever got rich trying to sell a wooden Volkswagen here.

At a newsstand, post cards show a handsome Yank driving away a loutish Kraut and rescuing a fair maid of Lorraine, who on tiptoe rewards him with a kiss. These post cards in praise of the Americans, I notice, are mostly sold to the Americans.

Girls are seen jitterbugging with as much gusto as any bobby-socked U.S.A. sophomore. Good French girls never danced with the Germans, and many are dancing now for the first time in years (page 384). Even yet, the curfew makes such occasions rare.

Downy-cheeked young Frenchmen are jitterbugging, too, though more of them are drilling with rifle on shoulder, grimly, but as if they enjoyed it.

More people are carrying big brown loaves of French bread as they walk home to lunch or dinner—crusty, submarine-shaped, two-foot loaves, unwrapped, or bread in the form of a ring hanging from the handle bars of a bicycle. The Germans blew up the city flour mill as one of their parting "acts of war."‡ Townsfolk are looking a little less starved. I hope that is not my imagination. Nearly all have been undernourished for years. Many adults have lost 40 pounds or more and seem deathly frail in their too-big premwar clothes.

In the country districts of Normandy and Brittany, out of easy reach of the rapacious Reich, I got the impression that the French had eaten better than the English.‡ Transport troubles worked to the advantage of farmers, leaving the food in the region where it grew. But in Nancy most people are hatrack thin.

Not Enough Food for Pets

Why, I wondered at first, are there almost no dogs? Then I knew: Children must eat before chien.

Milk here has been a luxury known to few but small babies, invalids, and the very old. The Germans took many of the cows, and countless others have died ponderously in their pastures—true innocent bystanders of war. I have seen their bodies from St. Lô to Metz, riddled with bullets or blasted by bombs.

Beside a single bomb crater I once counted eight, knocked dead in "mid-culchew," somehow giving an impression of mute, monstrous amazement. Legs stuck out stiffly, like the legs of toys, and bodies were balloonlike in the summer heat. The less penetrating power of aromas is one of the few advantages of a winter war.

Then, the other day, not far from here, a German patrol came probing through a mine field, pushing a hapless cow as a mine detector. Result: hamburg steak.
"Miss Lorraine" and "Miss Alsace" Dress Up for the Newly Arrived Americans

Traditional Lorraine costume (left) is seldom worn today, but the Alsatian dress and black bonnet are still seen in rural districts. The GI jeep driver poses with the girls in this Nancy street, but U. S. Signal Corps men in background go right ahead with their urgent wire-stringing job.

"Too bad they don’t use pigs and chickens," one GI said. "Then we could have ham and eggs every time we put on a counter-attack."

Considering what has happened to "the friendly cow," it is hardly surprising that the average citizen has had no milk to put into his "coffee," as the wartime beverage of roasted barley is quaintly known.

Vivid in my memory is the sight of a well-to-do woman drinking her first cup of real café au lait in months. "Mon Dieu!" she softly exclaimed. (It has been carefully explained to me by my French friends that "Bon Dieu" is swearing, "Mon Dieu" is supplication. Hers was definitely supplication!)

Even more important to most Frenchmen has been the shortage of wine. Under the Germans they were allowed one liter (about a quart) every ten days. Just at present, because of the lack of transport, they get considerably less than that. Knowing that Frenchmen ordinarily consider water suitable for exterior use only, I asked two of them what they were drinking during the drought of wine.

"Sirop du parapluiue," said one with a grin, while the other answered, "Vin de la pompe."

They added that they would willingly go on drinking "umbrella syrup" and "wine of the pump" indefinitely if doing so would help win the war.

Since Lorraine is not a wine-growing area, its supply of the vintage must come by road or rail, and there are many higher-priority cargoes now.

Trains Reappear

As we followed our fighter-bombers across France, we saw few locomotives and railroad cars that were not as wrecked as the trucks, half-tracks, and tanks that littered the enemy’s every road of retreat.

But now, like extinct animals resurrected, a few trains are appearing, though not nearly enough to meet civilian as well as military needs.

Meanwhile, Jean Frenchman, flotsam of war, goes home, or tries to, as best he can. I have seen him with his family on all the roads, pushing his poor belongings in a homemade cart or driving a nag so scrawny the Germans did not want it. If he is lucky enough to have a car, he stops to try to swap a long-hidden bottle of cognac for a few liters of gasoline.
It's Always Easier to Hoe in Someone Else's Potato Patch

Pvt. William Wiggins, of Columbus, Ohio, lends a helping hand to this Lorraine farmer and his daughter.

Shaped Like a Giant Derby, a Maginot Line Pillbox Hugs the Ground near Verdun

Lt. Margaret White, Army nurse, examines this outpost at Fort Douaumont, one of the major defense points of the stronghold where the slogan "They shall not pass" became famous. Many such modern emplacements were built on the foundations of World War I defenses. Lt. White's right hand rests on her helmet.
Dark Days of 1940—From Nancy's City Hall Balcony Hangs the Swastika

Shortly after the collapse of French arms in June, German armor and troops formed a hollow square in Stanislas Place. They surround the huge bronze statue of Stanislas, exiled Polish king and father-in-law of Louis XV. These German mobile guns are comparable to our own 105's. Medieval Lorraine now is a regional name covering an area far beyond the political boundaries of the former Alsace-Lorraine (map, page 367).
Gargoyles and Blondes Take a Good Look at the Passing Yanks

A United States tank rumbles through Nancy's streets, its .50-caliber machine gun bedecked with a Tricolor and battered field bags slung on its side. It is part of the contingent of Third Army troops which liberated the city.

Slowly families are being reunited—those not broken forever. Perhaps that was the reason for the smile I saw on a woman's face this afternoon—a smile like the expression that transfigured a mother when she knows her travail is over, her baby born. Many of these people sent their children to the country, some of them many months ago, only to have war in its horror roll over those farms and towns—and no word.

But every day now brings reunions, and news that makes some human heart beat again. "He is alive and well." What ghosts of agony those trite and simple words have laid!

But to some comes the other sort of word, falling like a clot rolling into a grave. And to others there is more of the interminable torture of waiting for the word that never comes. Many loved ones are prisoners in the crumbling, crashing fortress which is Germany.

No, Nancy is no city of laughter yet, though the first rays of freedom are warming her heart and teaching her, slowly, to smile again.

To a French friend I commented on the gradual change I had seen.

"Yes," he said, "it is true. Habits formed during four years of suffering do not drop away in a moment. The return to normal living takes time.

"When the Americans first arrived, the enemy was close. Many probably feared that he might return. Their spirits rise with every mile that he is pushed away.

"Also, it should be remembered that the people of Lorraine are naturally reserved, less demonstrative, at first, than those of the south of France, or even Alsace."

Origin of the Curfew

Many restrictions still apply, for this is the borderland and the enemy has left agents behind. As a brother officer of mine waited for
a bus the other night, a bullet spangled into
the doorway behind him.
An 8 p. m., curfew has been in effect ever
since we arrived. All civilians must be in-
doors.
Incidentally, our word "curfew" was born
in this country, from the French <em>courir-jeu</em>,
meaning "cover fire."
"It dates back to the Middle Ages," ex-
plained my French friend, "when fires were
covered or banked in the evening so that
sparks during the night would not burn down
the town."

He and his family speak very slowly and
distinctly, in deference to the limits of my
high-school French of
20-odd years ago, never
used till now. He
speaks a little English
and we get along well,
with the aid of two big
dictionaries.

Sometimes they lead
us astray, as when his
wife referred to him, be-
cause of his quickness,
as "comme l'éclair" (like
lightning). He
looked up <em>éclair</em> in
his dictionary and ex-
claimed to me, his eyes
crinkling with humor,
"I see that I am not
only like lightning; I
am also like 'a little
chocolate cake!'"

Comparatively few
of the French in Lor-
raire speak English.
Most of them have
studied German in-
stead, since Germany
is near by and there is
more use for the lan-
guage. On the English
Channel coast, for a
similar reason, most of
the French have Eng-
lish as their second
language.

One of my fellow
officers here asked the
French waitress for his
dessert, using the Eng-
lish pronunciation in-
stead of the French
"des-air." To her
word, in his Michigan
accent, was indubitably
"des wufs." So she
went to the kitchen and requested an omelet.
If one of these unpredictable Americans
wanted to conclude his meal with eggs, who
was she to say him nay?

One way to refurbish an ancient and inade-
quate knowledge of French is to read the
local newspapers. Doing so, I noted in L'Est
Républicain a front-page editorial headed "En
Regardant Les Américains," and began to see
ourselves as others see us. In translation the
article said:

LOOKING AT THE AMERICANS

The soldiers of the United States Army have come
to deliver us. (We have not forgotten, because of
that, the troops of other nations who are taking part
in the fighting on our soil.)

We have admired, among our friends from across the Atlantic, their powerful organization, their splendid and simple matériel, their discipline, strict but invisible; the suppleness of their activity and of their walk, that silent manner of giving orders.

How many words, for example, would a French military policeman utter to regulate traffic at Nancy if he were in their place?

How many blasts of the klaxon would French military vehicles give if they had to make the journeys which the Americans carry out? Better: do you know the sound of an American klaxon?

We know very well that these are little things, but put them all together and ask yourself what mentality and what method have been responsible for all this organization.

Among themselves their comportment is remarkably human; save when, now and then, a little high from a glass of good cognac or champagne (and it is rare enough), it is difficult to hear a voice raised above a normal tone. Is this a lack of temperament? That is hardly admissible, for the American soldiers have sprung from twenty different nations, either directly or through their parents.

Without practice we cannot distinguish the officers from the men: no haughtiness, no riding whips, no showy headgear or vests, no lavish braid. Alongside the simple soldier, the general differs only by a slight indication of grade on the shoulder and perhaps also by a certain air of having a strong will.

Many Frenchmen have been struck by the simplicity with which the commanders get into their jeeps, those little vehicles with such a rapid gait, which have all the same color and carry no distinctive insignia—unless it be the name of a young girl, the name of a town, or a name full of humor suggesting some incident of the war.

While they work, the Americans do not talk at all, or very little, only as much as is necessary to give essential orders.

They drive by night with a dazed sureness, all lights out and in the deepest darkness. At road intersections only a luminous signal by a military policeman indicates the direction to take. There are very few accidents. When they require that on the Route Nationale the way be cleared, it is because they wish to hasten the arrival of supplies for their troops and assure the continuity of the flow from the sea to the front. Does their way of regulating traffic seem hard? As Clemenceau said, they “are making war.”

They know very well that the French employ against them the System D and they sometimes show themselves vexed, but not before the French themselves.

The Working of “System D”

Most of this I understood and appreciated, especially the part about “those little vehicles with such a rapid gait” and “a name full of humor.” How many jeeps named “Mild-and-Bitter,” I wonder, have been renamed “Embrasse-Moi”? But what on earth, I asked myself, is “System D”?

That night, at the home of my friends, I
With Hated German-armed Vichy Milice (Militia) as a Background, French Collaborationists Swear Loyalty to Hitler

This Nazi occupation photograph was made during a visit of Fernand de Brinon, Vichy cabinet minister (front row, second from right). Pro-Nazi leaders of Nancy participate in the ceremony in Stanislas Place. Today everyone in the photograph is either in jail or has fled to Germany. The author obtained this photograph, and others made before the Allied liberation, from Nancy patriots.
Nancy Patriots Honor a Nebraska Colonel for Helping Liberate Them from Nazi Domination

Col. Butler B. Milburn (center), commanding officer of the 16th Infantry Regiment, 10th Infantry Division, receives a scroll from M. Jacques-Zimmer, editor of Nancy's First Republican (page 369). Wearing a white coat in Nancy's fine manner, he bears the black insignia of Lorraine and the battle, 'In Prise, Toujours, Toujours.'
French People, Happy Again after Liberation of Their City from German Rule, Celebrate in Front of Nancy's City Hall

The 18th-century City Hall is Nancy's most ornate building. Its famous grand salon was the scene of more formal rejoicing over the city's liberation.
Flags of the United States, France, and Great Britain Replace the Swastika as GI's Roll into Nancy

More than four years of German occupation ended in September, 1944, when motorized infantry entered Stanislas Place to the cheers of civilians (contrast with illustrations on pages 372 and 373 when the Nazis entered). Men in foreground wear armbands showing they are members of the French Forces of the Interior (FFI).
learned the answer. They laughingly explained that "Système D" or "See-stem day," as they pronounce it, comes from the word débrouiller, meaning to unravel, to disentangle, to make do, to find a way around.

Thus System D is the French method of circumventing unpleasant rules by resourceful improvisation, by methods usually more clever than legal. It is one of the things they have in common with us—as witness the U. S. reaction to certain laws—and it is the despair of the stolid, compliant, subservient Germans.

In answer to my request for specific examples, Jacques stepped into the next room and got a flashlight.

"Look it over," he said. "Do you see anything unusual?"

Although I examined it closely, it appeared to be eminently ordinary—a somewhat worn and battered pocket flashlight of familiar French type with three small batteries.

"But look," said its owner, and, extracting one battery, he showed how its interior had been hollowed out so that a small roll of bills could be slipped inside.

"On a certain occasion," he said, "I wished to transmit some money to a friend of mine who had been taken to Germany. This was strictly forbidden by the German authorities, who well know that money is a useful tool in effecting one's escape.

"At the border I was thoroughly searched. The guard took this little flashlight, examined it carefully, and then, as the final test, pushed the button. It lighted—thus. What he did not know was that only two batteries are needed to make it light. That's Système D!"

As another example Madame B showed me a small, cylindrical cardboard container, somewhat like those used for packing a quart of ice cream in the United States.

"During the six months my husband was a prisoner of the Nazis here, before the arrival of the Americans," she said, "it was
my custom to take him nourishing soup or stew to augment the prison fare. Each time the guard would take this container, look it over carefully, and even dip a knife into the contents to make sure no note was concealed therein, finally muttering, ‘Sehr gut.’

‘He never knew that the bottom was double—like this—concealing notes by which my husband and I were able to keep in constant touch. Système D, again.’

‘But how have you worked System D against us, as the article says?’ I pursued.

‘Well, the other day,’ said Jacques, ‘I wished to go to a small town near Metz. There was fighting around there and civilian travel was forbidden. An American military policeman stopped me and told me I would have to turn around. I did so, but by using back roads and driving 40 kilometers (25 miles) out of my way, I reached my destination. Système D!’

The French delight in detailing the infinite ways in which they worked System D against the Germans. It is funny now, as they tell it—the guard looking everywhere but in the right place. But it was a game in which the lot of the loser was imprisonment, brutal beating, and even death.

Surely Fate and Geography were in sardonic mood when they decreed as perennial next-door neighbors the independent, gay, freedom-loving French and the arrogant, humorless, uniform-loving Germans, who like nothing better than to follow a leader and who glorify war—until they begin to get licked.

To Lorraine that cosmic prank of fate has meant cycle after cycle of death and sorrow.* Almost every generation the ravisher comes—1871, 1914, 1940. Hitler had “no more

* See “In French Lorraine,” by Harriet Chalmers Adams, in the National Geographic Magazine, November-December, 1917.
“Vive l'Amérique!”—Nancy Cheers as the Yankees Come with Liberty, Cigarettes, Chewing Gum

Civilians packed the streets and greeted Yank motorized infantrymen with hysterical joy in September, 1944. But dreary years of privation and rigid rule under the Nazi conquerors had left their mark. Only now has Nancy learned to be her old-time self and "to smile again" (page 361).
GI's Turn a Shell-wrecked House in Metz into an Army Barber Shop

A sergeant from Tennessee snips the locks of a Wisconsin noncom in the window of what once was a bedroom. Beside him a buck private, who is "next," improves his time by cleaning his BAR (Browning automatic rifle). Metz was by-passed by the U.S. Third Army and fell as General Patton's men pushed into the Saar (p. 382).
Retreating Nazis Left These Potatoes Behind—But Unpeeled!

So a KP detail from Headquarters Company, 134th Infantry, goes to work in the time-honored manner. The spuds are part of a huge pile captured in the U. S. Third Army drive northeast of Nancy.

territorial claims to make in Europe; yet when he overran France he claimed a large part of Lorraine as German territory.

Around Metz, before that fortress city fell, I saw the guttural German names on the little French towns—-as if calling Verny "Werningen" and Chèrizey "Schersingen" would make them any less French.

Hitler especially wanted Metz because it was a fortress and because he had a guilty conscience.

With the Metz area in German hands and Nancy held by the Americans, Nancy was a city literally under the enemy's guns. One night 16 heavy-caliber shells cracked into the sleeping city. But before long the big German railroad guns were put out of business by reconnaissance plane and artillery teamwork and by XIX Tactical Air Command fighter-bombers, which skipped heavy bombs into their railroad-tunnel lairs.

"Patton Was Attacking"

Well do I remember the day from which dates the liberation of all Lorraine.

Patton was attacking! Everybody knew it now. On the raw November air came the sound of many planes, that deep droning hum that means the heavies are here.

When last I had heard that bass song of many motors pervading the heavens and the earth, insistent as the voice of doom, it had heralded the coming of the massed air power that shattered the enemy defenses along the Périers-St. Lô road, smashed the enemy's deadly 88's, turned disciplined soldiers into blithering wrecks of men, and let our armor through at last to put an end to the Normandy stalemate and make that great end run through France.

For weeks now we had lain along the Moselle where the momentum of that thrust had left us. At the very borders of Germany supplies had failed, giving the enemy the little time he needed to build up his defenses centered on the mighty Moselle River fortress city of Metz.

Since then the Third Army and the opposing German First Army had been leaping on each other like a couple of weary, clinching prize fighters, pushing here, shoving there, giving a little, gaining a little. For this is
French Refugee Mother and Baby Find Shelter in a Cow Stall

They fled their home in Corcieux when the Germans burned that Vosges Mountain town along with others (page 383). Heinrich Himmler, Nazi Gestapo chief, became enraged when Frenchmen in the area defied his demand for labor on fortifications.

the way of armies, until one or the other has gathered the wherewithal, the guns, shells, tanks, trucks, and food, the endless quantities of supplies, the trained teams of fighting men, and the air power, that it takes to launch a modern offensive.

Now that fateful moment had come again. It had come, in fact, on the previous day, November 8, the anniversary of Hitler’s petty beer-hall putsch of 1923—action speaking far louder than all the words Hitler had spouted on that occasion ever since the start of the war, until this one; this time he had been silent.

And now the Patton offensive was 24 hours old, gathering scope and momentum, both on the ground and up in that cloudy sky. As we sped toward the front in a jeep, people in Nancy were craning their necks out of windows and stopping dead on the street to look up, seeking the source of that insistent drone.

Only for brief moments could the planes be seen through holes in the big gray clouds—squadrons of barrel-chested fighter-bombers, boxes of mediums and lights, whole divisions of heavies, white trails of fighters like scars across the rare patches of blue. But still their throbbing voice was heard, ear-filling, air-filling, everywhere.

At Corps headquarters an officer said, “When our troops out there hear that, their morale goes up 50 percent.” You could see them in imagination, the tankman in his turret, the doughboy beside his rain-soaked pup tent, looking up at those resonant, plane-filled skies and thinking, “Thank the Lord those babies are for us, not against us!”

Employment of so much air power—at least 2,000 planes in front of the Third Army that day—is an operation of such magnitude that no man can see it all. All the way from the Moselle to the Rhine, at specially selected points where they would do the enemy the most harm, bombs were falling on the enemy’s fortifications, his command posts and other nerve centers, his bivouacs, barracks, and concentrations, his gun positions, railroad yards, trains, tanks, and trucks.

Demolition and fragmentation bombs, incendiaries, machine-gun bullets, and rockets,
GI's Get Out and Push When Their Jeep Bogs Down in Thick Mud Near Nancy

Their vehicle is well loaded, making going even rougher, but the grazing cows are unimpressed. Windshield is down and encased in a canvas cover, with gear piled on top of it. The U.S. Third Army overran the entire countryside in its lightning dash into Lorraine in the fall of 1944.
Nazi Arsonists Piled Straw in This Nancy Synagogue, But Failed to Ignite It—the Yanks Arrived Too Soon!

GI's and civilians inspect the Germans' preparations to destroy the building just before they retreated. During occupation, the Nazis used the synagogue as a hospital supply depot. Piles of litters (right) and other equipment were abandoned in their frantic haste to flee Nancy.
"Come and Get It!"

Two cooks of a Field Artillery unit operating in the Nancy sector in November, 1944, set up their "kitchen" in a barn doorway and get ready for a hungry GI chow line.

all were doing their utmost to convince the war-loving Germans that war is not so wonderful after all.

Weather Handicaps Attack

The weather could hardly have been worse for an attack. This became increasingly clear as we drove north along the Moselle and saw what the recent heavy rains had done to that usually placid river. It rolled along now like a minor Mississippi, turbid and turbulent, swollen far out of its banks. Most of the rise had come since morning.

Mute, tragic testimony to its suddenness were the horses and cattle marooned on the flooded flats of the river, spiritless, dejected-looking clumps of them, with icy water beginning to lap at their feet.

Army trucks and tents, too, had been caught in the flood and some were half submerged.

At the point where we had expected to cross to the east side of the Moselle the bridge was covered with several feet of water and all traffic was being diverted. Farther north we crossed, but a low spot in the road near the eastern approaches was three feet deep in muddy water.

As we waited for our turn to ford the stream, a jeep bearing three stars appeared, being pushed through the flood by a six-wheel-drive truck. Despite the immense complications caused by the untimely flood, General Patton grinned as he returned our salute, as if to say, "It will take more than hell and high water to stop this attack."

Water bubbled up through the floor of the jeep as we were towed across, but the engine responded without so much as a cough, and
we rolled on across wet, soggy country teeming with tanks and guns.

The wind had grown colder and sleet was blowing into the open ends of pup tents. The cold ate into the marrow, through the thick GI underclothes. It turned the metal parts of tanks and trucks to an icy vindictive substance which ripped off the skin if you touched it with bare hands; it transformed the feet into blocks of ice, and wet blankets offered no warm haven. But the troops along the way did not look downhearted. The long waiting was over and another big push was on.

"Only fools would attack in this weather," one astonished German said to his captors.

"You're wrong," was the reply. "Fools—and Americans."

The town of Landremont perched halfway up the side of an incredibly high and steep hill. On the summit long ago a religious statue had been erected, as if to watch over the town below. But the town was largely ruined, nevertheless, most of its buildings smashed by high explosive, for this hill was a nature-made observation post, prized by Germans and Americans alike.

In one house, its whole side open to the winter wind, a middle-aged Frenchwoman was pottering about the half of her living room that remained.

Watching War from a Hill

To watch the bombing we headed for the top of the hill in our jeep, climbing almost straight up, as only a jeep can. The summit
was littered with German equipment—gas masks, helmets, ammunition, and miscellany, tossed about in confusion at the feet of the saint who gazed down on the scene of war in the village-dotted valleys below.

Behind us to the west lay the Moselle, like a huge, tawny, swollen snake. To the northeast gray smoke was rising from the wreckage of what had been German-held towns.

As I scanned the horizon with glasses, I saw to the north the skyline of a considerable city. Through a rift in the clouds sunlight fell upon it, giving the city the quality of a mirage. In the center rose a cathedral.

Seem thus, there was nothing about it to suggest a fortress—no grimness, no air of impregnability. Yet I knew that this city 18 air-line miles away was Metz, the key to all the German defenses on the Moselle.

Its strength lay in fortifications deep in the ground, a ring of "fortified groups," as the French call them, of massive concrete and steel. To assault them directly would be the way of a fool, playing the Germans’ own game.

General Patton’s Army was going around Metz, by-passing this great carbuncle of strength and its venom-filled forts dug deep in the earth.

A little while ago, I knew, those forts had been bombèd by hundreds of Flying Fortresses and Liberators, to render them partially paralyzed while the by-passing proceeded.

**The Advance That Cut Off Metz**

Now before my eyes it was happening—the advance that would cut around Metz as a scalped excises infection. Both to the south of the city, in my plain sight, and over the horizon to the north, Third Army troops were edging forward in the classic pattern of encirclement.

Near the base of our hill was a “Long Tom,” which spoke now and then with emphatic voice. Its shells were landing on machine-gun nests up beyond the burning towns. There, seeming motionless against the sky, was a little Cub plane spotting the bursts.

Closer at hand, down on the soggy slopes, were small shapes bearing splashes of bright color. Under the glasses they resolved them-
Refugees from Corcieux, Lorraine Village, Eat Their Noon Meal in a Courtyard

On orders from Heinrich Himmler, a Vosges Mountain area 11 miles by 8 miles, including Corcieux, Gerardmer, and several hamlets, was fired by the Nazis in November, 1944. Two days after the wholesale destruction, the Germans fled and French troops marched in 24 hours later (page 377).

selves into tanks carrying identification panels. In endless numbers they were creeping out of their hideaways and debouching into the roads. General Patton's armor was moving up.

But where was the air part of the air-ground team?

We saw them now, on the eastern horizon, the XIX Tactical Air Command fighter-bombers which had teamed with the tanks all the way across France. They were over enemy territory now, flitting like small malignant wasps above the long dark hogback of Delme ridge. Black smoke rose as they wheeled away.

The end of that story is now well known—the by-passing and ultimate fall of Metz and the Third Army's push into Germany's Saar,4 shoulder to shoulder with the hard-driving Seventh U. S. and First French Armies to the south.

When advance elements of a Third Army unit rolled through a Lorraine town near the German border, one tot was heard to shout "Heil Hitler!" His horrified mother promptly and roundly spanked his little fundament. When one of the officers returned a short time later, the youngster was shouting "O.K., Roosevelt!" My researches have not established definitely whether the quick conversion was due to the maternal attack on his rear echelon or to a GI stick of gum.

With the liberation of Lorraine, Nancy began to breathe naturally again. In her stone and stucco houses, with their red-tiled roofs, people even drank "umbrella juice" without making much of a face. Some, in the city's many churches, had their own private thanksgiving day.

"Dangerous French" Return

Many residents, refugees from Metz, happily planned an early return to the city from which, as "dangerous French," they had been expelled by the Germans years before with 30 kilograms (66 pounds) of baggage.

* See "What Is the Saar?" by Frederick Simpich, in the National Geographic Magazine, February, 1935.
In a Day or Two, These Girls Will Be Expert Jitterbugs
When this U. S. troop convoy, on the heels of the Nazis, stopped momentarily in their small village near Verdun, the accordion and a willing partner resulted in an impromptu street dance (page 361).

2,000 francs (about 40 dollars)—and half an hour to pack.

Children and adults alike began looking forward to their first free Christmas since 1939.

A prelude to Christmas in Lorraine is St. Nicolas Day, December 6. On the eve of that day St. Nicolas arrives, leading his donkey. My Nancy friends had never heard of a St. Nick who came by reindeer.

A Foil for St. Nicolas

Along with the good saint comes a far less genial character called Père Fouettard (Father Whipper). He carries a jout (whip).

At his approach, children with guilty consciences—despite previous expressions of bravado—have been known to dive under the table and hide.

But Père Fouettard never uses the whip, thanks to the intervention of St. Nicolas, and the fete winds up with gifts and cakes—if, in this fat-starved, war-bit land, enough shortening for cake can be hoarded or found.

Monsieur B invited me to attend one of these fetes, but work prevented. On return to my quarters on St. Nicolas Day, I found a cardboard box which my friend had left. Inside were cakes of the occasion, in the shape of St. Nicolas and his donkey.

To me they were a symbol of the joy and peace which are descending upon this land, now that the Père Fouettard of Allied power has scourged the enemy from Lorraine and let Nancy smile again.
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FM radio brings a greater Phil Baker—in vibrant natural color

A brilliant new Phil Baker... performance so real and living you almost see him swaying there before you, fingers racing over the keys!

This is General Electric's miraculous new FM "natural color" radio! Amazing realism impossible up to now! Even the best conventional sets miss more than half the true tonal range of the music, up to now you have been hearing radio in "black-and-white" only.

But with the new General Electric FM radio you will hear the fragile and beautiful overtones which give to each voice and instrument its own rich, "natural color."

All the annoyance of static, fading and station interference is reduced to the vanishing point.

Entirely different, magnificently finer... this is the coming General Electric FM—the new "natural color" radio.

FREE: A fascinating booklet, "YOUR COMING RADIO," 24 pages profusely illustrated in full color. Presents the revolutionary, new General Electric Radio and Television sets. For your free copy mail a postcard request to Electronics Department, General Electric, Schenectady, New York.

Hear the G-E radio programs: "The World Today" news, Monday through Friday, 6:45 p.m., EWT, CBS. "The G-E All-Girl Orchestra," Sunday 10 p.m., EWT, NBC. "The G-E House Party," Monday through Friday, 4 p.m., EWT, CBS.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
First in Radio, Television and Electronics
FM Radio
You'll get greater joy from every beloved baby expression, from every endearing little way, if you take movies. For you'll know that although babyhood is brief and childhood is fleeting, your films will preserve every priceless memory—forever.

The better your camera, the better your movies will be, right from your first reel. So get a Filmo, precision-built by the makers of Hollywood’s preferred studio equipment. Drop-in loading and other ingenious features make Filmos easy to use. Just sight, press a button, and what you see, you get—in beautiful full color or in sparkling black-and-white.


For fine movies at low cost—the improved Filmo “Companion,” an 8mm, all-purpose camera. Other models, 8mm. and 16mm., for every need.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
2104 McCormick Road, Chicago 45
Please send me information about the improved Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and Projectors.

Name: ____________________________

Address: __________________________

City: ___________________________ State: __________ Zip Code: ________

PRECISION-MADE BY

Bell & Howell

FOR 38 YEARS MAKERS OF THE WORLD’S FINEST EQUIPMENT FOR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL MOTION PICTURES
OVER 450 LOCKHEEDS A MONTH FOR UNCLE SAM

P-38 LIGHTNING—Fast, powerful, deadly. Fighting on every front. Protects long-range bombers, strafes military installations, intercepts enemy attackers. America's most versatile fighter.

B-17 BOMBER—Famous Boeing "Flying Fortress" built in Lockheed factories by Lockheed craftsmen. An added production boost to meet Army needs. Used for long-range bombing.

PY-VENTURA—Navy vigilante of U.S. supply lines. Ranges thousands of miles over sub-infested oceans. Packs bombs, depth charges or torpedoes. Protects convoys—smashes submarines.

C-69 CONSTELLATION—Largest, fastest, highest-flying transport in use today. Carries Army personnel and express on military missions. Cruises over 300 m. p. h. Total production being used by U.S. Army.

Each Lockheed is a war Lockheed and will be until the need is over. More than one every two hours. Multi-engine fighters, bombers, transports. Fast, hard-hitting, dependable weapons of war. When Victory comes, Lockheed will resume building planes for commerce, industry and you.

LOOK TO Lockheed FOR LEADERSHIP

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, California
Forgive the Clarinet for the sins of its cousin, the Saxophone: hear it on a Scott as one of music's most ingratatiating voices.

Everyone likes the Clarinet. Its voice is warmer than the flute, in a happier range than the oboe, and as it rises mellow and serene in the orchestra it is genuinely heartening. Strange that its next-of-kin should be the strident saxophone!

One of the great joys of listening with a Scott is that you hear each instrument in a "living performance"... the limpid tones of the Clarinet, or the blatant voice of the saxophone... undimmed by reproduction. The Scott reveals with uncanny deftness all the beauties that the composer dreamed and the artist played.

Before the War, Scott owners (in 155 countries!) ordered their Scotts by mail—often from thousands of miles away, and without having seen the instrument of their choice. Leading stores have requested the Scott franchise, and soon you will be able to see and hear your Scott at a fine music or department store near you. Then you can judge for yourself why it has set such incomparable standards in the world of music and radio—and why it is the one instrument you will want for your listening pleasure.
WHERE HAVE WE MET BEFORE?

IT was at Tarawa — on the beach at Anzio — in Normandy — in bombers over Berlin — in tank battles, dog fights, and on the high seas — on every fighting front.

These are the recent places where the craftsmanship symbolized by this emblem has been meeting up with the men who are winning the war. And every day sees a new meeting on other fronts as the output of Fisher Body factories moves into the battle lines.

Major assemblies for the B-29 and other bombers, delicate aircraft instruments, big guns of various calibers, tanks — the flood of Fisher Body armament knows no end until final victory.

Into every single piece go the skills and techniques that have always made the Fisher Body coach a symbol of fine craftsmanship throughout the length and breadth of our land.

Every Sunday Afternoon
GENERAL MOTORS SYMPHONY OF THE AIR
NBC Network

armament
BODY BY Fisher

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
The little boy who wasn’t afraid

They say a baby has only two instinctive fears: that of a loud sound and that of loss of balance. You’ve seen a baby “jump” at a big noise—you’ve felt his baby hands clutch tight from fear of falling.

Tender parents protect their baby from these fears until he can protect himself. They bring him up confident in the security that surrounds him. They let him try his wings gently, until, when he is a great big boy of three—he isn’t afraid of anything...burglars, or goblins, or the vast, deep corners of a spooky attic.

The fostering of courage and confidence is one of a good father’s proudest jobs. You can help make sure that your family’s sense of security is never shaken, by protecting them with life insurance. Through The Prudential, you can make sure that your wife and children will have an income, money for necessary expenditures, freedom from embarrassing want. Prudential insurance can be arranged to suit individual family needs, and the payment plans may be adjusted to fit individual incomes. The Prudential will be glad to give you information on how to arrange protection for your family’s future. Ask for this information from your nearby Prudential representative.

Listen to the Prudential Family Hour, with Patrice Manuel...Sundays, 5:00 p.m., EWT—Columbia Broadcasting System.

THE PRUDENTIAL
INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
A mutual life insurance company
HOME OFFICE: NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THOSE WHO PREPARE FOR IT
The true charm of Oklahoma! lives again through Magnavox

To live again in the gay melodies of the all-time musical hit Oklahoma!, play the records on a Magnavox. Close your eyes and enjoy the illusion that singers and orchestra are in the very room with you. For natural beauty of tone is one feature that distinguishes Magnavox from all other radio-phonographs.

When you hear the melodies—The Surrey with the Fringe on Top and Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin’—you’ll understand why critics agree that composer Richard Rodgers and librettist Oscar Hammerstein II have made an important contribution to the musical heritage of America.

An investment in good living
Magnavox puts the breath of life into your favorite music. Whether you are listening to radio or recorded music the magnificent tonal qualities of this radio-phonograph will bring you new thrill.

Magnavox is both a superb musical instrument and truly fine furniture. Magnavox offers you a choice in styling from authentically reproduced traditional models to smart contemporary designs—each a beautiful example of the cabinet maker’s art.

To hear the true-to-life tone of Magnavox is to appreciate why Magnavox instruments have been chosen by such great artists as Kreisler, Beecham, Heifetz, and Ormandy for their own homes. Compare a Magnavox with any other instrument—you will never be satisfied until you own one.

Send for Reproductions of Paintings: Set of ten beautiful paintings of master artists and composers from the Magnavox collection. Here are dramatized events in the lives of Tchaikovsky, Wagner, Stephen Foster and others—portraits of Kreisler, Toscannini, Rachmaninoff, etc., painted by famous artists, reproduced in size 11¾" x 9", suitable for framing—50¢ at your Magnavox dealer. Or send 50¢ in War Stamps to Magnavox Company, Department NLG3, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana.

Magnavox The choice of great artists

MAGNAVOX FM
To appreciate the marked superiority of the Magnavox, listen to a Frequency Modulation program over this instrument. Magnavox was an FM pioneer and the reproduction qualities required to take full advantage of FM broadcasting are inherent in the Magnavox radio-phonograph.

Buy that extra War Bond today.
Jewels of Today
for the
Cameras of Tomorrow

Precision optics and optical instruments as used by the armed forces are truly "Jewels of Today" in terms of the needs of our fighting men who are rendered more efficient through these jewels—to say nothing of the lives that are saved by them. Your Argus of tomorrow will be a better camera through the added experience and knowledge gained during the war.

argus
Cameras and Optical Instruments

ANN ARBOR MICHIGAN
There's a Ford in your future!

You will scarcely know it's running when it idles. Yet when that smooth, soft-spoken motor springs into action, you'll go surging out ahead.

... Yes, it will be fleet—this Ford that will come with peace. Fleet... and smartly styled. A sturdy beauty—rich appearing inside and out—with youthful lines, suggesting power and smooth riding comfort.

... You'll find this car thrifty and reliable in the finest Ford tradition. It will include many refinements to add to your motoring pleasure.

... This is not wishful thinking. When the green light is given, we will be ready to start production plans. In the meantime, the full resources and energies of Ford are engaged in turning out war goods to help speed the day of final VICTORY!
MODUFLOW
MODUFLOW is Honeywell’s newest development in heating control systems for the home. It means heat modulated - to just the comfort temperature required, with a uniform continuous flow. It is an exclusive development of Minneapolis-Honeywell.

. . . . MEETS THE CHALLENGE OF TOMORROW

The homes of tomorrow will demand comforts and conveniences far beyond our present standards. Honeywell stands ready to meet that challenge with Moduflow, the remarkable new heat control system. It has been acclaimed the greatest advancement in house heating since the invention of automatic controls.

Moduflow operates on an entirely different principle from that of ordinary “on and off” control systems. It provides a continuous flow of heat at the temperature required for comfort under all kinds of weather conditions. It will do away with wasteful overheating, and the drafts and cool periods caused by intermittent heat supply. Instead of overheated ceilings and cold floors, you will be completely surrounded with a cozy blanket of warmth at just the comfort temperature from head to foot.

Moduflow is now available for a very limited number of existing homes, as well as for postwar homes. Make your heating plant truly modern with a Moduflow control system. Consult your heating dealer or send for the interesting booklet, “Heating and Air Conditioning the Postwar Home”. It tells about the amazing, continuous, even comfort that Moduflow can bring to every home owner at a price within reach of all. Mail coupon today.

SEND FOR THIS BOOKLET

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 2900 Fourth Ave. S., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

Please send me free copy of “Heating and Air Conditioning the Postwar Home”

Name
Address
City State

Free

Keep them Winning — Buy MORE War Bonds!

MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL
TEMPERATURE CONTROLS

Makers of the famous M-H Electronic Autopilot, used on AAF bombers
WHAT HAS CAKE BAKING TO DO WITH

Synthetic Tires?

*Starting with the same ingredients, women will bake cakes of widely varying quality. Why? Because it takes more than just the ingredients for a prize-winning cake... you've got to have That Special "Knack".

GENERAL has a special "knack" too... in compounding Synthetic Rubber for LONG MILEAGE

Today, when all tires are made from synthetic rubber, General's famous 30-year "knack" for mileage is more important to you than ever... because, it takes extra skill and careful control to build long mileage into synthetic tires. That is why there is actually more difference in tire mileage today than before. And, that is why General's special "knack" for getting the most miles out of rubber now brings you still greater long-mileage dividends. From start to finish, General uses its exclusive formula to build a synthetic tire that is a Top-Quality General in every way... a tire made under rigid quality controls by craftsmen who know only the best; a tire that is as far ahead of ordinary tires in mileage as Generals always have been.

The

GENERAL TIRE

—goes a long way to make friends
Here is a power unit made up of four General Motors Series 71 6-cylinder Diesel engines driving a single shaft. The unit may be operated on one or more of the engines, as required.

It's called the "Quad," and two of them power each of the famous LCI landing boats. Quads save space and weight so more troops, equipment and fuel can be carried. Half a "Quad"—two 6-71 engines mounted side by side—is a "Twin" and these power Army tanks and tank destroyers.

Here is economical power for many postwar uses—power at less than 15 pounds per horsepower—power for applications where space and weight are at a premium.

Now all these GM Diesels (singles, twins and quads) are busy with war. In their tough, exacting work they are displaying stamina and dependability which emphasize the important place they will fill wherever efficient, economical power will be needed in peace.

GM GENERAL MOTORS
DIESEL POWER

KEEPS AMERICA STRONG
BUY MORE WAR BONDS


ENGINES 150 to 2000 H.P. CLEVELAND DIESEL ENGINE DIVISION, Cleveland 11, Ohio

LOCOMOTIVES ELECTRO-MOTIVE DIVISION, La Grange, III.
New milk factory being built

The other fellow’s job often looks easier than your own. Like the city man who said to the dairy farmer, “All you do is put fodder in one end of the cow and take milk out of the other!”

Actually, of course, dairying is a complex business. It takes careful breeding, feeding and about two years’ time before a four-legged milk factory even begins to produce. It takes hard work and every scientific safeguard to keep cows healthy and productive.

Getting the milk to you is equally exacting. It calls for skillful handling, speed and refrigeration. It calls for endless tests and clean, sterile equipment. Even bottles go through a twenty to thirty minute soaking, rinsing and sterilizing process. It calls for dependable delivery in any weather.

Because the dairy industry does its difficult job so well, the production of milk – nature’s most nearly perfect food – has reached all-time highs and America, even in war, is the best-fed nation in the world.

Much of this progress has been made possible by National Dairy research. Our laboratories have improved the processing of milk, cheese, butter, ice cream... developed new dairy products... guarded quality and purity... and so helped the health of your family.

Dedicated to the wider use and better understanding of dairy products as human food... as a base for the development of new products and materials... as a source of health and enduring progress on the farms and in the towns and cities of America.

NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS CORPORATION
AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES
...and the hours shall become minutes

—As Guy Lombardo Found!

"Can we make it short?" asked Guy Lombardo.
"I've wanted so much to hear the Meissner... but I must leave for rehearsal in five minutes..."

Guy, himself, touched the button starting the automatic record changer and watched the metallic arm as it quickly, silently selected a record and gently placed it on the turntable. He saw how the Meissner could play both sides of a record in sequence or repeat any record. "It's amazing," Guy said, "but now let me hear this Meissner play..."

All else was forgotten, now, as the music took command... with each note as clear as if the musicians had been in that very room. There were no "missing elements" here to annoy the experienced listener—nothing blurred or adulterated.

"You know," said Guy, "it's hard to believe that good reproduction alone could make such a difference. I've heard those records before—but never have they sounded like this..."

Later, much later, Guy Lombardo looked at his watch. "Well, I guess the band got along without me..."

he grinned. "But they'll forgive me when I tell them about the Meissner. What a set it is!"

Guy Lombardo had been listening to the only Meissner radio-phonograph in existence—perfection just before the war—now on loan "for the duration" to the high school in Meissner's home community.

Your postwar Meissner, in a distinguished cabinet, will combine unexcelled reproduction and completely automatic operation with Frequency Modulation, Super Shortwave, and other advancements.
"Heavenly Days," says Molly McGee, "you can wax just about everything!"

Your floors get protection from dirt and wear when you keep them gleaming with Johnson's Wax. Wax-protected floors grow more beautiful with each application, are easier to keep clean!

Conservation through protection is a "must" today! The tough film of Johnson's Wax preserves lovely furniture through many years. And it's so easy to use, so simple to renew!

A waxed home is a clean, healthful home! Keep woodwork and kitchen equipment shining-clean with Johnson's Wax. So easy — because dirt and dust don't cling to waxed surfaces!

Preserve the beauty of parchment lamp shades, leather goods and many other things in your home with Johnson's Wax! Today you want things to last...so you can buy War Bonds first!

"Johnson's Wax comes in 3 forms — paste, liquid and cream!"
HE WATCHED THE SEA...
SHE THOUGHT OF
A QUIET PLACE IN THE PINES...

What moved them as they listened was a song they had danced to the week-end they first met. A song that rooted deep in their memories... just as some song, some piece of music has become part of your life.

Even when you share that music with someone who feels as you do... what you think about, what you see, what you dream is yours alone. Because so much of the pleasure you share and so much of your inner satisfaction depend on how well the music you like is played... you will want FM more than you have ever wanted any other kind of radio.

As Stromberg-Carlson will bring FM to you, you will hear the full range of musical tone for the first time. Virtually without interference or static! Reproduced flawlessly as only Stromberg-Carlson has learned in 50 years to reproduce music!

IMPORTANT: 200 broadcasters have applied for license for FM radio stations. Within 18 months after war's end, this new, clearer, better kind of radio will be available to 100,000,000 Americans. Stromberg-Carlson will offer FM receivers over a broad range of prices.

For the main radio in your home... there is nothing finer than a

STROMBERG-CARLSON

© 1946, Stromberg-Carlson Company, Rochester, N.Y.
In your hands!
An Open Letter

Fellow Employees
of The Milwaukee Road:

In the urgency and magnitude of our war work it
is sometimes difficult to give our patrons the high
standard of service and personal attention on which
our good name is founded.

Service is our entire stock in trade. We must
zealously guard against any let-down that depre-
ciates it. Our obligations to each shipper and each
traveler remain constant, even under the pressure of
total war.

In fulfilling these obligations we must never
forget that in railroading the human element is
even more important than the mechanical element.
Public opinion is the sum total of what each
patron thinks of our personnel and facilities.

Let's keep our friends and make new ones.
Let's continue to make shipping on The Milwaukee
Road a satisfaction and traveling on The
Milwaukee Road a pleasure. In this way alone
can we maintain our reputation for friendliness
and efficiency.

Such a reputation means much to The Mil-
waukee Road's future, and it's IN YOUR HANDS
and mine.

Trustee

WAR JITTERS! Our booklet "War Jitters" is ad-
dressed to our employees but if you'd like a copy
write Mr. P. R., The Milwaukee Road, 396 Union
Station, Chicago 6, Ill.
Enchanting

Old Virginia

In Virginia's famed Tidewater area you can roam among revered shrines, see historic battlefields, visit seaside resorts, fish in famed rivers and deep seawaters, see restored Williamsburg, Yorktown and charming Colonial homes.

The lovely Plateau region is the home of the hunter and the chase, a Virginia tradition. Monticello inspires admiration, the Peaks of Otter challenge you to a Mountain sunrise.

Beckoning you also is the beautiful Shenandoah Valley, drained by five rivers and rimmed by the Blue Ridge and the Alleghenies. Caverns of rioting colors, Natural Bridge, scenic Skyline Drive.

The mountains of southwest Virginia lure you to picturesque resorts, invigorating climate, Natural Tunnel, historic salt beds and many other attractions abound in this ruggedly beautiful area.

All forms of sport—serenity, charm, and variety—await you in Virginia. Plan now to spend your vacation in this enchanting land.

[Write for FREE copy of Pictorial Booklet]

Motion Pictures on Virginia Available

VIRGINIA
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
ROOM 501, 914 CAPITOL STREET
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

POOR RICHARD wrote a good hand!

Benj. Franklin won fame with his Almanac... in later life was twice ambassador to England, once to France. A clear thinker, he took pride in his clear penmanship. In his Autobiography, he said, "I learned to write a good hand."

Our present foreign envoys in the AUS—hundreds of thousands of them—may write poorer hands, but have better pens. Many treasure an Inkograph... the precision instrument of penmanship. Sturdy and speedily-acting, with smooth flow of ink, it is built to write millions of words.

The needs of service men come first, so if your dealer is out of stock—keep trying. Scarcy, no mail orders—only dealers can supply you.

Use any pen to sign up for more WAR BONDS!

INKOGRAPH $2
Inkograph Co., Inc., 209 Hudson St., N.Y. C. 13

"Buy U. S. War Bonds—They Identify You"
Skyscraper

Stand where you can look at one single part of the Boeing B-29 Superfortress... the huge tail, tall as a three-story house. High above you are the deadly hooded guns and the tail gunner's compartment of bullet-proof glass. Horizontal tail surfaces reach out on either side, wider than the wing-spread of what was once considered a good-sized airplane.

Size alone is not the remarkable thing about the B-29; however, there have been big planes before.

But there has never been a plane that would carry as heavy a bomb load so far, so fast, so high.

Nor has such an airplane ever before been successfully designed, tested, and manufactured in quantity... in time to get into action during a period of war!

Boeing measured up to this huge task which included engineering the B-29 so it combined high-performance characteristics with great load-carrying ability; manufacturing it on a scale never before thought possible for so large and potent an aerial weapon.

This latter meant the blazing of new trails in tooling and production planning. It meant the originating of new facilities and processes. It meant not only the making of the manufacturing plan and putting it into operation in Boeing's own plants, but assisting the other aircraft manufacturers, which were chosen by the Army to help Boeing build the B-29's. And it meant doing all these things while the Superfortress itself was still in the development stage.

Today the Boeing Superfortresses are taking their place alongside the famous Flying Fortresses as a great fighting team. They represent Boeing's effort to give American Air Force crews the best possible weapons for performing their vital and hazardous missions.

Tomorrow Boeing research, design, engineering and manufacture will be applied to peacetime airplanes—your assurance that any product "Built by Boeing" is bound to be good.
Men appreciate the American quality and scent of Old Spice, the robust tradition of the masculine containers. Lather or Brushless Shaving Cream $0.50 the tube. Soothing, Invisible Talcum 75¢.

Invigorating After-Shaving Lotion $1.00.

Each a Shulton Original

Keep Your Red Cross at His Side
Give Now... Give More
"This is what a Fox-hole isn't"  

He's heading home in Pullman comfort—and it's largely thanks to you. Thanks to your observance of these 5 simple wartime travel rules:

1. Don't reserve till sure of going.  
2. Cancel promptly if plans change. 
3. Take single space when alone. 
4. Travel light—check extra bags. 
5. Don't travel unless necessary.

Why do you help boys like the one above when you observe these five simple rules for wartime travel?

Because Pullman travel is the heaviest in history, with half the Pullman sleeping cars still assigned to moving troops. And any wasted Pullman bed may mean a disappointed traveler.

Perhaps some boy who really knows just what a fox-hole is!

Keep on buying war bonds—keep on keeping them!

PULLMAN

For more than 80 years, the greatest name in passenger transportation
Wherever and Whenever

You want it
with a Victor Animatophone

The room is darkened . . . a flick of a switch and your living room becomes the nave of a church . . . the auditorium of the Metropolitan Opera . . . the deck of a great ocean liner . . . the gallery of a scientific laboratory . . . with you and your family at the best vantage point to see and hear the entertainment you desire, sound films from a vast library or your own 16mm silent movies, brought to you by Victor's 16mm Magic.

This is but a glimpse of the new world within reach of Victor 16mm Sound Motion Picture Equipment. Clarity of sound, sharpness of image, simplicity in operation and quality of materials and construction make Victor the ideal sound projector for your home.

Victor Animatograph Corporation

Home Office and Factory: DAVENPORT, IOWA
NEW YORK (18)—McGraw-Hill Bldg., 530 W. 42nd St. • CHICAGO (1)—106 W. Randolph

FREE BOOK Tells How To

-get better gas economy
-prolong tire life
-preserve exterior finish
-keep your car in the best operating condition.

You can get a FREE COPY from any General Motors dealer or by writing:

Customer Research Dept., Room 1759
GENERAL MOTORS, DETROIT 2, MICH.


Name                      please print

Address                   please print

City                      Zone  State

Make of car now owned     your model

---

YOU... and ASHEVILLE

--- Post-War!

Now, of course, you're working full tilt for Victory. Looking ahead to Peace, though, we suggest looking to Asheville! Invigorating climate the year round, rest-giving mountain air, inspiring scenery—factors that help rebuild tired bodies and soothe worn nerves . . . faster! Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Chimney Rock, Biltmore House and scores of famous points that will draw millions are near at hand. Post-war, come to play—or, better still, come to stay. Asheville wants you, will welcome you . . . and, we believe, will reward you with new heights of happy living!

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, Asheville, N. C.

Please send Folder "G" and full information to:

Name

Address
Are YOU as healthy as you'd like to be?

YOU KNOW, protecting your health isn't enough—you have to build it, too.

If your diet is average, you're not likely to be a victim of "deficiency diseases" like beri-beri, pellagra, or scurvy. You are not apt to die of malnutrition, either.

But perhaps you get tired easily... have occasional indigestion... a pasty complexion... unhealthy teeth and gums... or other minor troubles. You may think this is only natural. But it isn't.

Actually, a better diet may make you feel better—and look better too!

Consult this chart of basic daily requirements. Does your diet contain them all? It's a balanced diet that counts. Not a lot of some foods this week, and a lot of others next week—but all of them regularly!

Proper cooking is vitally important to nutrition, too. The new Metropolitan Cook Book contains many suggestions for making food healthful and attractive. Write for a free copy of Booklet No. 35N.

---

Every Day you need...

**MILK**
Adults need a pint, children a quarter, as a beverage or in foods.

**VEGETABLES**
Two servings—some raw, some cooked—fresh or canned. One green-leaf vegetable.

**FRUITS**
A citrus fruit—orange or grapefruit. Other fruits, raw and cooked, including tomato.

**EGGS**
For an efficient diet at least four eggs a week.

**MEAT, FISH OR POULTRY AND CHEESE**
At least one healthy serving a day.

**BREAD AND CEREALS**
One or both at every meal, either whole-grain cereals or enriched bread.

**FATS**
Butter and other fats Two or three tablespoonsfuls as a spread or in cooking.

**WATER**
Six to eight glasses throughout the day.

Health authorities believe that all these foods are needed to fulfill normal nutrition requirements. If your diet contains them all, and you still feel tired, nervous, and lack resistance, then you should have a thorough physical checkup by your doctor.

---

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
(4 MUTUAL COMPANY)

Frederick H. Emery
Lever A. Lincoln
Chairman of the Board
President

1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

† YOUR RED CROSS FACES THE GREATEST TASK IN ITS LONG HISTORY—GIVE NOW—GIVE MORE!
She's at home on a raft

The pied-billed grebe, Podilymbus podiceps podiceps, has a preference for quiet shallows in fresh-water lakes and ponds.

Best-known of the American grebes, her nickname, "water witch," is well chosen. She is an expert swimmer and can lower her body in the water to any degree, both while swimming and remaining still.

Often when danger is near, she sinks until only her bill and eyes show above the surface. Safe in this position, she can remain until the baffled hunter or hawk goes on his way.

But the most remarkable thing about the grebe is her choice of a home. For, unlike most water birds that build their nests in the sand or rocks on shore, she builds on the water.

From buoyant stems of water plants she makes a small, floating platform with a slight depression in the middle for her eggs. This raft is generally attached to living reeds so it can float up and down but not move away.

When the grebe leaves her nest, she covers up the eggs, and her home is safely disguised as a small mass of floating green.

Thus the pied-billed grebe's home is well adapted both to her convenience and her ability to protect it.

With wild creatures protection is instinctive. But man must protect himself deliberately.

Yet he can protect himself more effectively than any wild thing. For after he has taken every precaution he can to safeguard his home and possessions, he can do one thing more.

He can protect himself, through insurance, from the financial losses following mishaps which may occur, despite the most careful precautions.

If a fire or windstorm destroys your property, fire or windstorm insurance helps you rebuild. If burglars break into your house, theft insurance pays for your loss and damage.

Since there is no way of foretelling such mishaps, and since the losses involved can be extremely heavy, no man with the responsibility of a home can afford to be without protection. Your local Travelers man will help you solve your problem.

These are the pens that are going to the men and women in the services overseas. Sheaffer dealers will take your reservation now, but quantities available for civilian distribution are limited.

Production of some of the war's most precise instruments, that brought factoring to microscopic exactness--such as pre-war writing instruments--has never been easy. As a result, the new generation of Sheaffer's finest--the Sheaffer pens and pencils of today--give you the finest in performance. And purchase-price pride of possession increases as the years of sterling service accrue.

W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company, Fort Madison, Iowa. Toronto, Canada.

Listen every Sunday to SHEAFFER'S WORLD PARADE--NBC Complete Network.
3 P.M. E.W.T., 2 P.M. C.W.T. 1 P.M. M.W.T. 12 P.M. F.W.T.

 primitive pens are identified by the White Dot.
When film comes back...

Laughing children...
Families picnicking on the beach...
Girls and boys having fun together...

These are some of the things you're going to get with your Ciné-Kodak as soon as film comes back. And as you and your family watch them come to life on your own home screen—you'll realize as never before how precious these home movies are to you—and how much you've missed them.

* * *

Pictures, particularly motion pictures, are so important in planning, fighting, and reporting the war, that the armed services naturally have first call on Ciné-Kodak Film.

And because military requirements vary with the progress of the war, it is impossible to tell, from month to month, whether or not there will be any Ciné-Kodak Film left for you.

But against the lucky day when you will find a roll at your dealer's, it's a good idea to keep your Ciné-Kodak in perfect picture-taking trim. If you haven't had your dealer look it over recently, better take it to him, sometime soon . . . Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

...once more, scenes like this on your own home movie screen
On that Glorious day when Victory comes... then... OREGON!

A COOL GREEN vacation land will await and welcome you—a land of white-robed mountains, of evergreen forests, of sparkling streams and waterfalls, of broad white beaches along the blue Pacific. Here is a heritage of majesty of beauty, grandeur—yours to enjoy when Victory comes!

Mail coupon today for illustrated Oregon booklet that will help you in your future vacation plans.

BUY BONDS TODAY SO THAT TOMORROW YOU MAY DRIVE

OREGON
Highways

OREGON STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
Travel Dept. Room 400, Salem, Oregon

Please send me your free illustrated booklet on Oregon.

Name:

Address:

City State:

GLOBE-WERNICKE
SECTIONAL BOOKCASE
GROWS WITH YOUR LIBRARY!

Now you can "add" to your bookcase as you add to your library... a section at a time! Finest examples of wood craftsmanship. Protection for your books. Choice of several styles and finishes. The Globe-Wernicke Co., Norwood 12, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Write for FREE 50-page book "The World's Best Books." Dept. 3

Globe-Wernicke SECTIONAL BOOKCASES

Sow Staiigreen LAWN SEED

FOR A PERMANENT LAWN

Staiigreen is a modern mixture of the strongest, finest grain varieties, including Blue and Cheering's Fescue—free of troublesome weeds and crabgrass. For deep-rooted, vigorous turf from early spring to early winter, sow Staiigreen.

2 lbs. $1.95
10 lbs. $7.20

5 lbs. $1.95
25 lbs. $17.95

See your local seed dealer for prices.

1945 Seed Catalog Free on Request

Stamper & Willee
132-138 Church St., Dept. N. N. Y. 8
COLORADO...The grandeur of Colorado's mountains, its sparkling lakes, tall pines, colorful canyons, invigorating climate, and the hospitality of its people have, in peacetime, lured throngs of vacationists.

But Colorado relinquished its role as host to the nation to play a vital part in wartime activity. Thousands of its citizens joined the armed forces. Its agricultural workers enlarged production of sugar beets, grain, cattle and other products of farm and ranch. Its mine workers unearthed increased quantities of copper, iron, zinc, lead, coal...of molybdenum and other rare and essential industrial minerals.

Union Pacific has provided rail transportation for Colorado's people and products since 1870. A steady stream of troops and war materials moves over The Strategic Middle Route, uniting Colorado with the East and the Pacific Coast.

After victory, Colorado's wealth of agricultural and industrial resources will continue to offer ample reward to all who have courage, ambition and enterprise.

Colorado believes in the fundamental doctrine of individual enterprise, the driving spirit that built Colorado...built the Union Pacific...built Your America.

Listen to "YOUR AMERICA"
—Mutual network—every Sunday afternoon, 4 pm, E.W.T.
In pursuit of happiness...

...fine equipment adds to your pleasure

What spells victory for a sport lover... or success for an amateur ciné fan? You can credit skill and experience. We like to add equipment, for fine equipment makes a difference in results as well as in the pleasure of your hobby. Creating and perfecting motion picture equipment have kept us on the alert. It has trained us to plan ahead for the even finer postwar Revere 8mm Camera and Projector. Look forward to Revere.

For ciné excellence look forward to Revere 8

Buy bonds and hold them

Revere Camera Company, Chicago 16, Illinois

Try

Lavoris

When Colds Are Prevalent

A simple test—Rinse mouth and throat thoroughly with Lavoris diluted half with water, and expel into basin of clear water. Note the amount of stringy matter expelled.

New triumph over deafness

New Maico hearing aid, just perfected, has new clearness, quietness, selectivity, power.
Result of Maico's unmatched experience in providing 90% of precision hearing test instruments used by U.S. Army, Navy, airlines, car specialists.
Write for free booklet, "Your Hearing — What Is It Like?" Tells of latest advances in analyzing and restoring individual hearing losses.
Maico Co., Inc.
Dept. 73, 21 N. 3rd St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Let Maico bring back the sounds you're missing!

"Buy U. S. War Bonds — They Identify You"
How to take a beachhead and hold it!

There are still beachheads to be won before final Victory is ours...and when our boys swarm ashore, chances are their first communications network is made up of those mighty little Motorola "Handie Talkies." Imagine it! Complete two-way radiotelephone service in a package that weighs less than 6 pounds.

After the war there will be quieter and lovelier beachheads to take and hold...on the shores of a tree-lined lake in Wisconsin or Missouri... on the friendly sands of California or Long Island. In this "operation" there will be GI's returned to their wives or sweethearts...with entertainment furnished by the battery-operated, AC-DC Playmate, a radio as famous as the "Handie Talkie," another exclusive Motorola FIRST!

GALVIN MFG. CORPORATION
CHICAGO 51, ILL.

Motorola
A-M
F-M Radio

"Buy U. S. War Bonds—They Identify You"
**National Geographic Society**

**Dept. C-O, Washington 6, D. C.**

Please send me the items indicated below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>How Many Copies Desired</th>
<th>Paper Maps</th>
<th>Linen Maps</th>
<th>Indexes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1.00 each in U. S. &amp; Poss.</td>
<td>$1.25 each in Elsewhere</td>
<td>$1.25 each in U. S. &amp; Poss.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **The Philippines**
- **U.S.S.R. (Russia)**
- **Southeast Asia**
- **Germany & Approaches**
- **Japan & Adjacent Regions of Asia & Pacific Ocean**
- **The World**
- **K. & W. Hemispheres**
- **N. & S. Hemispheres**
- **Pacific Ocean**
- **Pacific Ocean and Bay of Bengal**
- **Indian Ocean**
- **Atlantic Ocean**
- **United States**
- **Europe and Near East**
- **Europe & Mediterranean**
- **Europe and Near East**
- **Central Europe & Medit.**
- **British Isles**
- **Asia and Adjacent Areas**
- **Canada**
- **Africa**
- **Mex., Cent. Am., & W. I.**
- **South America**
- **North America**
- **Ibircal Lands of Medit.**
- **The Arctic Regions**
- **The Antarctic Regions**

**Timely Ten-color War Maps**

To follow your soldier boy’s movements and to keep up with critical world-wide developments use the National Geographic Society’s accurate wall maps. Particularly timely today are the maps of “Germany and Approaches,” “Europe and Near East,” “The Philippines,” “Asia and Adjacent Areas,” “Southeast Asia,” and “Japan.” Map Indexes, available for all maps marked with an asterisk, give the adjoining order blank, describe the area covered and make easy the location of every name on the corresponding map.

**Map Files:** This handy 7¾ x 10¾-inch file, bound like a book, preserves maps for instant use. Ten pockets can hold 20 folded paper maps of standard sizes or 10 folded paper maps with Indexes.

- **Enlarged World Map:** A 67 x 43½-inch enlargement of our standard World Map (41 x 26½ inches). Printed in ten colors on heavy paper, it is incomparable for large wall display. The standard World Map Index may be used with this enlargement.

- **Enlarged Map of Northern and Southern Hemispheres:** This 67 x 35½-inch map is enlarged from the standard 41 x 22-inch edition and the same Index applies to it. Printed in ten colors, and showing 4,262 place names, this big map is highly legible.

**Superb Nature Books**

The Book of Fishes: Every outdoor enthusiast will enjoy the thrilling experiences provided by this comprehensive full-color presentation of the important food and game fishes of North American inland and coastal waters. This magnificent book, edited by John Oliver La Gorce, contains 445 color portraits, 162 action photographs, 102 biographies, and 11 stimulating chapters. 372 pages. Light-blue cloth covers, 7 x 10¼ inches. $5 in U. S. and Poss.

Cattle of the World: Story of the origin, history, and economic place of cattle, with descriptions of the domesticated and wild varieties in many lands. 45 subjects shown in full-color paintings; 94 monochrome engravings. 142 pages. Mulberry cloth covers, 7 x 10 inches, $1.50 in U. S. and Poss.

Wild Animals of North America: 127 full-color portraits; fascinating text; many monochrome photographs and track sketches. 254 pages. Mulberry cloth covers, 7 x 10 inches. $2 in U. S. and Poss.

**PRICES:** Please refer to coupon for separate prices in “U. S. & Poss.” and “Elsewhere.” Remittances should be payable in U. S. Funds. All items sent postage prepaid.

Obtainable only from the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, Dept. C-O, Washington 6, D. C.
New Thousands Now Wear a Hearing Aid

Thanks to the

NEW ZENITH NEUTRAL-COLOR EARPHONE and CORD

...Have you tried

Its New "Look of Youth" on You?

A NOOTHER great Zenith advancement is encouraging new thousands to discover the blessings of a hearing aid!

The Zenith Radionic Hearing Aid brought the cost of better hearing within reach of all. Now the new Neutral-Color Earphone and Cord brings a new standard of smart appearance that enables you to wear a hearing aid with poise and confidence.

This Zenith ensemble is actually as little noticeable as eyeglasses! Its streamlined, complex-tinted plastic earphone is light in weight, comfortable. Its translucent plastic cord is perspiration-proof, fray-proof, kink-proof... gives less friction or clothing noise than any fabric-covered cord.

Ask the Zenith dispenser near you for a free demonstration of the smart looking, superbly performing Zenith. No obligation! Send coupon below.

Why Its Fine Quality Costs You So Little

If only a few Zeniths were made, each would cost many times more, yet have less precision quality—As Zenith proved when its precision mass production lowered the cost of a $200 radio to $29 and made it an even finer instrument. Now Zenith combines this production with a sales method which eliminates salesman's huge commissions and other high sales costs... to bring you an even finer hearing aid than our original $50,000 model.

CANADIANS! The Zenith Radionic Hearing Aid (Air Conduction) with Neutral-Color Earphone and Cord is available in Canada—direct by mail only—at $40 (Canadian currency). No extra charge for shipping, duties, taxes! Write Dept. NG-7, Zenith Radio Corporation of Canada, Ltd., P. O. Box 30, Windsor, Ontario.

FREE! Illustrated Descriptive Literature

Gives complete information on advantages of the three new Zenith Radionic Hearing Aids. Mail coupon now!

---PASTE ON PENNY POSTCARD AND MAIL---

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, Dept. NG-7
P. O. Box 6940A, Chicago 1, Illinois

Please send me free literature about Zenith Radionic Hearing Aids together with name and address of nearest Zenith dispenser.

Name:

Address:

City: State:

□ Physician check here for special literature.

NEW ZENITH RADIONIC HEARING AIDS

CALL 3 models complete with Radionic Tube, Crystal Microphone, Magnetic Receiver, Batteries and Battery Cases
Off the ship
- and on the telephone

This evening thousands of service men will be asking for the Long Distance lines that connect them with their homes all over America.

You'll be doing them a real favor if you help keep the lines open from 7 to 10 P.M. They'll appreciate it.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
When is Fire too Cold?

FIRE was both a tool and a limitation for the ancients. With it they made things of tin and lead, silver and gold. But their fires were never hot enough for the stronger metals.

Man's progress through the ages has been accelerated each time he has learned to control and contain a higher temperature.

With the electric arc come heat hotter than any fire. And, by means of carbon or graphite electrodes—developed by research of National Carbon Company, Inc., a Unit of UCC—man can use the electric arc to work in furnaces such as the one you see above.

Born in the terrible heat of the electric furnace are many of the alloy steels used in ships, trains, planes and other equipment, and also the ferro-alloys that give strength, toughness, hardness—or the quality of being stainless—to these steels. These materials—and the intense heat that produces them—are vitally necessary to American industrial progress.

Cross Section of an Electric Furnace
Electricity comes in the furnace as hot metal bars. It is carried into the furnace by carbon (or graphite) electrodes, which you see projecting down into a brick-lined bowl. Carbon is used because, unlike metal, it will not melt.

You see carbon in many forms other than electrodes. Diamonds are pure carbon. Graphite, which is the "lead" in pencils, is carbon—and so are coke and charcoal. This material is the subject of unending research by the National Carbon Unit of UCC.

BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 East 42nd Street New York 17, N.Y.

Principal Units in the United States and their Products

ALLOYS AND METALS—Electro Metallurgical Company, Haynes Steelite Company, United States Vanadium Corporation

CHEMICALS—Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation

ELECTRODES, CARBONS & BATTERIES—National Carbon Company, Inc.


PLASTICS—Bakelite Corporation